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We would like to take this moment to than& Cal. Prouty for his willingness
to speak with CONTACT about our world today, with many retrospective
USAF Colonel (Ret.) L. Fletcher Prouty, author of the historical insights along the way, It is refreshing to speak with a man of honor,
books The Secret Team: The CIA AndIts Ailies In Control Of one who is not afraid to “tell it like it is.” Our hats are off to you, Col. Prouty.
The World, and JFK, The CIA, Vietnam, And The Plot To
(Please see The Clandestine Society’s Agenda For World Control, p. 16:
Assassinate John F. Kennedy, is well known in clandestine
circles. Between 1955 and 1963, Col. Prouty served as Chief of
Special Operations for the Joint Chiefs of Staff and in a similar
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the Secretary of Defense. He also headed the Special OperaRay Bilger:
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play with you so that YOU GET THROWN INTO
PRISON UNDER THE EXTRATERRESTRIAL LAWS
NOW OF YOUR LANDS? Just what do YOU EXPECT
OF GOD? Do you only expect God to honor YOUR
INDIVIDUAL REQUESTS, RIGHT OR WRONG, IN
YOUR IGNORANCE OF ALL FACTS? If that is what
you expect of God of LIFE then you are in error in your
thinking and knowledge.
These are the VERY
CHOICES which set your destiny and, not until you can
change in your erroneous perceptions and self-centered
focus-will you find any peace or joy.
How ones could get “So what is this GOD Ha ha???”
out of “Leon said himself that they plAnnd to get as
much as they could until the Institute realized there was
no agreement signed. Ha ha???” This was obviously
my question asking if this is actually funny. And on in
the same paragraph: “There was in the agreement a
payback of some $10,000 per month which would by
now have paid every cent in discussion twice over” (and
Abbott did receive, as Leon’s attorney, $40,000). That
agreement was breached; one of its covenants was that
if Leon or his attorney (Abbott) breached it, all payments had to be returned to the Institute. Another “Ha
ha”??? How do you get “So what is this GOD Ha ha”???
in your confrontation to me and our people? YOU can
be and do anything that you wish to do or be-however,
you as a group are allowing and doing some very, very
dangerous things and to vandalize and set fires to
property is not going to be acceptable-even to the
lawkeepers. Even if YOU don’t participate, and claim
innocence of any specific uactionL”-you are as guilty
when you condone, aid and abet the perpetrators thereof.
I am going to turn now to extremely important and
interesting topics so I repeat to you who would waste
your, and our, time through the ongoing foolishness:
you are as vulnerable to the national and world circumstances as are the leaders of the plan to take the freedom
of humanity.
Another final word on the rebuttal of our writings,
from Leon and Ann, is that you come forward tauntingly and try to discredit my indication of “attorneyclient” privilege with the last information you have fed
to your attorneys to use against us. Those documents
were labelled personally, were removed from a PRIVATE mail-slot and SENT TO YOU-by someone
right in the office complex of CONTACT. Of course we
know WHO and are just as happy to know who-for
your use of such material is more of an asset to us than
any damage you will ever know by the snitching and,
yes, “conspiracy”, even if it be in non-intentional participation. Assuming that something is”just another...”
is not acceptable.
Therefore, I now DEMAND that anything relating
to ME, which is almost all of that which comes to
CONTACT on the fax, or is in those mail-slots-be
changed. Rick has to have access to privacy in the FAX
and phone messages. That we have people who have
NO BUSINESS in the office, much the less reading the
FAXes before they even reach the parties involved or
addressed, is also unacceptable. Some of these documents can literally mean the difference in the very life
security of persons involved. If we cannot protect our
contacts then we have no honor. I ask that something
be done about that FAX machine and the phone messages so that Rick, at the least, can first have access to
those things addressed TO HIM, or to me. With this
most recent uerror” in judgement and with the FAX
from a very important party ALSO involved in funding,
it is dangerous to have curious readers involved because YOU don’t know who all is spreading the information directly to others who will use that’information
wrongly. Rick’s very credibility is on the line. When
you others get information and disperse it, how long
will people such as you are now hearing from, from top
levels of information holders, who are depending on
him to have discretion WITH THEIR VERY LIVES,
continue to share?
Because of the lax security we now have to place
“Grandma” in serious jeopardy because too many know
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I am constantly asked, “How do we handle our
enemies?” How indeed. First you have them as your
friend and, when that doesn’t work-then you must
consider the situation and you go about your life and
responsibilities. You continue to try to have them, at
the least, as pleasant and cordial acquaintances. If
THAT doesn’t work-then you must consider the situation very carefully. But you make your efforts and
then you go about taking a stand in the Light of Truth
and, if they cannot, or refuse to, hear that truth, so be
it.
When that enemy goes too far in his/her actions to
damage you, you take the route of the law “as is”, for
that purpose is its reason for being. Violence and
sneak-thieving will not honor you with God or any
person.
In addition to the sabotage to the irrigation system
at the farm, someone watched and waited and, when the
farm was empty, they came into the small mobile home
and broke the water heater gas line. Unfortunately for
THEM, Ray Bilger has been bunking at that place and
was working diligently on his writing and research for
CONTACT when there was an explosion and then a fire
as the gas that had escaped blew up when the spark of
the lighter was struck. The resulting fire was to the roof
by the time anyone could act. This now is classified as
ATTEMPTED MURDER and ARSON. Had Ray not
been there, the entire farm and the major buildings
would have burned-right down the row and right to
the ground. Therefore I guess I go with the writer who
said: “A man can ‘t be too careful in the choice of his
enemies. ” (Oscar Wilde)
I marvel at the newest mailing from Leon and Ann.
She writes, he signs; he writes and, we assume, he
signs. But there is a special in yesterday’s mailing
from them: “Is there not one porn among you with
courage to question ‘Hatonn ‘s ’ words? ”

Oh indeed, Ann, EVERYONE AMONG US. And
how a tiny handful of you can read the entire paper and
only choose that which you choose to relate to selves is
your business. I can’t, nor can anyone else, HELP
WHAT YOU WANT TO BELIEVE. I will go further
than this and tell you-again-that
Esther and Leon’s
familv shall have back their portion of those loans when
there is funding available to pay THEM. Leon and
others of you choose to be our enemies-so it will not
be paid to George Abbott, so this is simply the way it IS.
Nothing can be done until the war stops for if YOU

Editorial Policy
Opinions of the CONTACT contributors
are their own and do not necessarily reflect
those of the CONTACT staff or management.

cannot see what George Green, Abbott and Horton have
done to you-then there is no hope of us causing you to
see. And don’t give us the old “but we never said...“.
You DID say and wrote, even to Gerry Spence, and
called those liars and cheats-“fine men”. Those are
NOT tine men and if you have no better discretion than
this, you are incorrect in your assumptions-which
then discounts everything else you speak.
You further fling at us: “But WHO IS IT REALLY?
WHO IS IT THAT SAYS, ‘I don’t have to become you
sorry, slime-balls to do business?’ . . . Is this not speaking of us all in human form?” No it isn’t. Further, if
you cannot READ, that too, is not our fault! I have
no wish to “do business* with you at ail. I do have to
do business with some others on your place-remember? You are not the only people on your globe even
though you can’t reach out beyond the moment OR
TEE FACT. Abbott has told the court in one of his

MANY tilings that his bill is now well over the $80,000
figure. That, with the $40,000 he took of your money,
Leon, doesn’t leave a great deal of your loan does it?
Moreover, he has liens against any asset you might gain
by enforced liquidation of anything. I remind you that
it pays to KNO Wyour real enemy. When you choose to
dwell with those who are NOT what they seem, then you
make interesting choices at best, for truth is not within
them.
MILITIA

ARRESTS

We offered the “inside” information weeks ago that
the arrest of militia parties would take place in a big,
big way in July. Well, it started yesterday in Arizona!
Violence, sabotage and malicious vandalism, bombmaking, weapons hoarding and such activities will
NOT be tolerated by this New World Government.
Would YOU feel safe in your home to know that your
neighbor is making bombs? No you would not-and
therein lies the secret of taking over a world. The
neighbors are NOT safe and therefore will stand with
the police who stop the dangerous practice. FREEDOM
does not come with violence or war weapons. You have
LAWS which are just and proper in reasonable instances and no man has a right to set fire to your home
or injure your person-militia, claiming patriotism, or
otherwise. The citizens will demand, ultimately, enslavement by the forces of the Elite rather than fail to
the ignorant or intentionally misleading neighbor. If
you are deaded by a Saint, a Sinner or an ignorant
militiaman-you are just as dead and dead right is not
too much of a reason for a Purple Heart.
I am, however, impressed with une thing Ann and
Leon have stated: a .. .the true revelation of Commander
‘Hatonn’ becomes more evident daily. Those with eyes
will see and those with ears will hear.” So be it. And
may your own eyes and ears be opened. What did YOU
expect? Did you expect one who wallows in the grime
and mire of your worldly confrontations? Did you
expect me to head the warriors with a pop-gun against
lasers? What did you expect of the messengers of GOD
CREATOR7 Did you expect “me” to come forth and
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the information source and her name showed on the
FAX heading. It does no good to hold in security, the
letter-now. The letter was not signed but many copies
were made IN THE OFFICE and distributed with that
heading on the paper. So, when you wonder why you
aren’t included in the business affairs or insider-information circle-LOOK AROUNDYOU AND AT WHAT
YOU DO THAT MIGHT PREVENT THE LEVEL OF
TRUST WHICH MUST BE PRESENT. IF ONES
TRUST YOU AND THEN YOU SELL THEM OUTEXPECT TO BE LEFT OUTSIDE THE CIRCLE OF
TRUST. I do expect the FAX facilities and phones to
have more privacy OR I SHALL STOP THE FLOW. I
have to protect our people and privacy must be maintained. Just as it used to be with George Green-our
people “out there” had no other resource for contact
save through him because they had no other contact
information. Note he used that very thing to steal
untold amounts of gold-above and beyond the Overton
packages. People think their information and contacts
are private and when they fmd that anyone can walk in
and read it all before it even reaches the proper parties,
they are going to stop sharing! Now, you at that office
have two choices: (1) Stop the nonsense, and/or (2) get
that Fax receiver and sender OUT OF THE PUBLIC
PLACEMENT.
But how will you get information7 EVERYTHING
that comes in is-shared AFTER it is brought to the
correct parties-and if it is not sent in PRIVACY. That
FAX machine and phone line is NOT A PUBLIC HOT
LINE FOR THE CURIOUS. Indiscretions are just about
to cost the very LIFE of a retired Admiral-because of
carelessness.
As for Grandma, I can’t honor anyone of her position enough. She went through a very traumatic time
when they killed her husband and did everything they
could to get HER. I said back then that we could be
patient and loving toward whatever she was doing
because she needed to grieve and regain her balance. I
think when all is said and done-she may well be
called: THE MOTHER OF THIS NATION OF THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, for if it be salvaged
it will ultimately be at her hands and generosity and no,
I WON’T speak more on that topic-except to support
her and thank her for her &ring stance NOW, and
realize that there was much she knew and yet the things
she did not know are incredibly huge.
What she has done is respond to CONTACT’S last
issue and speciftcally to the interview of “Al Martin”
with “Rick Martin”. Al claims that Rick misquoted or
misinterpreted at least a hundred-and-thirty-six times
in the writing. No, it was directly transcribed from the
TAPED INTERVIEW IN FULL KNOWLEDGE OF AL
MARTIN. If there are errors we can assume that it is
wiser and safer for one Al Martin to move under that
shelter of possible misprint. From KNOWLEDGE
Vina now takes the questioning of this party a step or
two further. No one wishes to view Al Martin’s very
life as invaluable enough to expect much further output
but the questions, nonetheless, need to be asked and so
we shall ask and Al Martin can handle them any way he
chooses, and certainly there will be full understanding
of any “silence”. The best I can do, now that privacy is
breached, is to simply offer the letter and move to offer
protection of the people involved.

There is a network of families, who have lost their
sons, husbands, fathers, etc., which consists of over
140 men who have lost their lives due to this “CONTRA
and MENA, ARKANSAS DRUG AND MONEY LAUNDERING” as addressed in your latest issue.
Like “Vince Foster”, they also allegedly “suicided”.
Some of these family members were found bound,
hands and feet, gags in their mouths, naked-and shot
in the head [H: Sometimes, as with Foster, more than
tince.]. All, US Military Personnel. Most all were in
the “Cl-LTD” [H: For you inquiring minds, Ltd. is a
label for CORPORATION.] of “CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY”.
These Military Intelligence personnel all had MILITARY INSURANCE. The families were told: “We
have no records on this person.” Some were high
ranking officers of long standing in the US Military
Intelligence Community. Some of these Officers were
operating in all Five branches of Service. There were
Five “Insurance Policies”. Each Policy reportedly in
the amount of $200,000. The men were identified by
their Policy Numbers. However, upon discovering the
Insurance Policies, the families were told, “These Policies are no good”(??). Including: “WE HAVE NO
RECORD OF THIS INDIVIDUAL IN THE ‘MILITARY RECORDS’.”
These “Suicide” victims’ family members would in
all probability never be “connected” or challenge or
even begin to put 2+2 together. Especially, there would
have been no challenge to the system IF the US military
had done the simple thing of “Paying off just a portion
of the INSURANCE. Instead, most of the families were
forced to “bankruptcy” after these cases of CIA “flu”
and CIA “flu” or “Cancer” deaths of family members.
But, the US MILITARY got greedy and kept the insurance while insisting these “Family members” were
NUTS.
WE FAMILY MEMBERS WOULD LIKE TO HEAR
EX-LT. COMMANDER ALEXANDER MARTIN’S
VERSION OF THE FOLLOWING CIA-Contra members’ involvement of: Colonel Al Caron (New York
City and State COSTRA NOSTRA and MAFIA Family
member), Col. John Cassie-Cappy (Oliver North),
AMADAEUS (George Bush), Mid-Valley Airport’s
(another Mena) involvement, Col. Jim Straud-Strauss
(The Cherub), Col. Robert Carderi, Bill Colby, Roy
Mayhew, John Findlay, Mr. Douglas (Mr. “Q”)-and
“the GERMAN”. Col. Russell Herrman-Herrmann.
Also, we would like to hear his version of the
slaughter of women and
children by the hundreds
who were used for “training
exercises” in Guatemala,
Honduras, San Salvador,
etc. In the “Contra ArmsDrug Money Laundering”
Black Projects of the U.S.
Govt., whose bodies were
buried in mass gravesbladed out by caterpillars by

[QUOTING:]
June 29, 1996
Dear CONTACT and Readers,

Quoting Thomas Jefferson: “A morsel of genuine
history is a rare thing, so rare as to be always valuable.”
(Glad you made that quote in your June 2S, 1996 issue.)
About your IRAN-CONTRA “DRUGAND MONEY
LAUNDERING” Whistleblower, Navy Lt. Commander
(retired) Alexander (Al) Martin’s statements: I find
these very interesting, as would the families of “other
CONTRA and CI-LTD (Central Intelligence Limited).”

the
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Government,

WITH THE GOVERNMENTS
OF THESE
NAMED COUNTRIES.
WE WANT TO KNOW!,

AS FAMILY MEMBERSwe
would like to hear Ex-Lt.
Commander
Alexander
Martin’s
version
of
“BLACK BEACH”, THE
SUB BASE at San Diego
WHERE CLONING OF HUMANS is a common thing,
and has been since the
1970s.
This operation has been
ongoing in “concert* with
SCRIPPS Medical Center.
Since this Ex-Lt. Com-
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mander, Alexander Martin, worked in the “finance end
of the Contra and BLACK PROJECTS of the U.S.
Government, we would like to hear his REAL version
(not the Swiss accounts) of where the CONTRA ARMS
ACCOUNTS (when the COWS COME HOME) as held
in the “Guernsey and Jersey” Islands accounts-the
“Swiss Accounts” are nothing but a “blind, and he
knows this-WE ALL KNOW THIS. Then, we would
like to hear his version of the LIECHTENSTEIN ACCOUNTS. These Banks were opened EXPRESSLY
FOR THE CONTRA ACCOUNTS.
Then, what about the PAN-AMANIAN ACCOUNTS; such as NORIEGA’S “SAND DOLLAR”
etc.?
Yes, Lt. Cmdr. Martin, WE, the family members,
would like to hear it from you, and see it in writing. We
would like to see if “your version” jives with OURS.
We, as family members of these “Victims” who
“Served this Nation”, would like to hear and see this
from you, for we have petitioned the US House of
Representatives for a “full formal and OPEN congressional hearing and investigation into these MURDERS
of our FAMILY MEMBERS, which is directly tied to
Mena and White Water, as it involves “CODE NAME
“‘TROJAN’“-a CLANDESTINE OPERATION TO
DESTROY THE FINANCIAL BASE OF THIS NATION, BY THE CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE

AGENCY.

Lt. Cmdr. Martin, you did mention “Trojan” in the
June 15th, 1996 issue of CONTACT, YOU DID NOT,

HOWEVER, GIVE IT A NAME! Nor did you identify

PROJECTS DUNGEONS AND DRAGONS, OR PAC
MAN.
Let us hear your version-Ex Lt. Cmdr Alexander
Martin, as WE are VERY INTERESTED.
Also, let’s hear your version of US Rep. Dan
Rostenkowski and Paul Simon’s involvement as “THE
ANGELS” who kept their “BLACK PROJECTS” secreted from the U.S. Congress. And, with full knowledge of the SAVINGS AND LOAN FIASCO, SANC-

TIONED THE MISS-APPROPRIATION (THEFT) OF
THE LIFE SAVINGS OF THE AMERICAN PEOPLE,
AND WHO LATER SENT ALL $260 BILLION DOLLARS OF CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT TO THE EUROPEAN COUNTRIES FOR ‘SALE” ON THE OPEN
MARKET. WHILE CHARLES KEATING AND THE
KEA TING FIVE LANGUISHED IN THEIR HO USE
SEATSANDSEATSONSAVINGSANDLOANCORPORAmTHEY

Supporting New Gaia
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THAN A LITTLE SLAti TO ~THE WMSTS. This was
while under the protection of the real culprit “TROJAN”, THE “CIA”, AND DEPOSITORY TRUST CO.
CONTINUED TO BANKRUPT THE UNITED STATES.
We would surely LIKE TO HEAR YOUR VERSION.
Then, since you were so HIGH up in the Finance
end of the US Govt., “I” would like to hear your version
of “PRESIDENT GEORGE BUSH’S INVOLVEMENT
WITH BCCI BANK AND THE UNAUTHORIZED USE
OF THE CONTRACT OF BONUS 3392-181’S CONTRACT-CERTIFICATE and the use of NSA (The National Security Agency) to BANKRUPT Barings bank,
Credit Lyonaise and other International and National
Banks: Including the Saddam Hussein oil CONTRACT
which consisted of 376 MILLION barrels of “Bonnie
Light Crude” PER DAY ON A 3X3X3 CONTRACT
which GEORGE BUSH AND UNION OIL STOhE.
When George could not pay for the oil we had Desert
Storm! ! Of course, George COULD NOT get the final
“SIGNATORE” TO GET THE DEAL COMPLETEDSO HE HAD TO RESORT TO MURDER. Even then
HE COULD NOT GET THAT SIGNATURE...!
Next, Ex-Lt. Cmdr, figure out what 376 MILLION
barrels of OIL per day, at $18.25 per barrel, would
amount to. Then, take the RESERVES OF 13,520
ACRES OF MICRO ALLUVIALS, consisting of
7,500,OOOounces of GOLD, SILVER, PLATINUM and
SEVEN STRATEGIC RARE EARTHS, CORE
DRILLED AND ASSAYED, TO 1920 plus or minus
feet, per 100 ft depth, per acre, plus geothermals, which
exceed $63 TRILLION dollars, and apply this plus the
“Fraud- George and the Keating Five pulled on the
GOLD CONTRACT, and you can then identity GEORGE
BUSH’S “SUPER FUND”, OF WHICH HE WAS SO
PROUD IN 1991.
When George’s pups did not obtain the 13,520
acres free from A LIEN-they sort of realized they had
“crapped in their mess kit”, plus they never did get a
LAWFUL signature on the GOLD CONTRACT-nor
has George been able to show good, clean, clear marketable funds on the $63 TRILLION in GOLD he has
been trying to bring into the US from “CANADA” since
1991-92.
Then, please, Ex-Lt. Cmdr., what of “ROSEBUD”,
THE FARM CLAIMS and all the other “CODE-NAMED
SCAMS” which have BILKED the American people of
hundreds of BILLIONS of dollars, not excluding the
fraudulent taking of HOMES, FARMS, WATER
RIGHTS, AND MINERAL RIGHTS OF UNSUSPECTING AMERICAN CITIZENS-to bilk Americans of
their sovereignty status by DISPOSSESSING THEM
OF THEIR REAL PROPERTY STATUS “OWNERSHIP” WHICH WAS “INSURED”, AND AGAIN NO
POLICY OF INSURANCE WAS “OF VALUE”? No
court recognized “equity” of the property owners?,
Ex-Lt Cmdr., We would like to hear your version on
these things, and whv Congress sits on its asses. “with
their thumbs UDtheir fannies and their brains in neutral”. makine laws which HINDER THE AMERICAN
PEOPLE IN THEIR RECOVERY OF PROPERTIES
BY PASSING UNCONSTITUTIONAL LAWS. MAKING THE AMERICAN PEOPLE “CRIMINALS”,
WHEN TRYING TO SAVE THAT WHICH IS
THEIRS-THEIRPROPERTY AND THEIR NATION?
YES PLEASE, LET US HEAR FROM YOU ON
THESE ISSUES. LT. CMDR. MARTINI!---IN -

PRINT.
Mrs. (Colonel) Russell Herrman-Herrmann
AND other VICTIMS OF THE “CIA FLU” resulting from THE CONTRA AFFAIR, THE MENA AFFAIR, etc.; WIVES AND WIDOWS, MOTHERS AND
CHILDREN ARE ALSO VICTIMS.
[END OF QUOTING]
Vina, I honor you and your ongoing efforts for this
Nation-all far beyond any call to duty, service or
expectation. Precious, they have to get THROUGH ME
to get to you and that is simply NOT LIKELY to happen
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for the consequences are total revelation of EVERYTHING in that “grist-mill” of clandestine intrigue.
I would have a question or two for this same
Commander like, “What about the Woodbridge account?” Would it (they) have anything to do with those
dairy cow Islands? Well, it sure made Bentsen,
Greenspan, Bush and Baker angry as the old proverbial
“Mad Cow”- (disease, of course) when they couldn’t
even MURDER their way into gaining information on
those account(s). (Grandma adds: Have you noticed
these MAD COWS when “TELEVISED”7 ALL ARE
DAIRY CATTLE NOT BEEF CONSUMPTION
CATTLE (?l leading to more CONFIRMATION OF:
THE TRUTH OF THE COW ISLANDS BEING THE
“MAD COWS” DUE TO THE INABILITY TO RECOVER THAT PORTION OF THE CONTRA ARMS
DEAL “WOODBRIDGE ACCOUNT”, account number
608103047.)
Why, further, don’t you reveal those cute details
about Noriega and the “Sanddollar” account? Inquiring MINDS want to KNOW! By the way, dudes, do you
actually think this MAD COW stuff is simply opening
up the Mexican beef (Anthrax) into the U.S.?
Well, readers, you may never know no matter how
inquiring you ARE because the plans as of RIGHT
NOW are to depopulate the GLOBE. What is plAnnd
for Atlanta at the Olympics is beyond your wildest
nightmare possibilities. There is a plAnnd biological
contamination which will return the disease globally as
the people return home to their various countries.
Right now a cross between Hantavirus and Bubonic
Plague is being set-up to merge through the mice
droppings in Ventura County, California-with the
Plague microorganism in the infected rodents a bit
further East. This way nobody can relate to THE
SOURCE of either as you all go forth to frantically play
your hot-dog games on Patriot Day.
Already the NEWS nits are picking at the FACTS
that your grain crops worldwide are failed-AND,
speak of the sky-rocketing grain prices and famine of
live-stock also causes meat prices to “go out of sight”.
People-YOU ARE IN IT!
While Leon quibbles over my interpretation of his
“unconditional love”, the nation languishes in. ignorance on the brink of destruction.- The FACTS are that
the Elite Controllers fully plan to reduce the population
on YOUR GLOBE to no more than 200 to 300 million
people. Further, they plan to do it with your blessings
while you demand they do it-without realizing, of
course, that YOU are among the targeted FOR DEATH.
Readers, WATCH THE WORDS USED. The
GAME is expressed in the code of WORDS. Perhaps
once you might have been able to swallow the lie that
“what you don’t know can’t hurt you” but NO
LONGER-WHAT YOU DON’T KNOW IS KILLING
YOU.
By the way, Al (Martin), do you remember anything like “Birdie” or “Bird Man”? Just.inquiringbeing a “birdman” myself. I certainly think George
Bush should give careful consideration to ME. My
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patience is growing short-and ALTERNATIVES are
always present in all circumstances. We are not going
to wait while ROME BURNS!
I would like to end this writing as I began it on the
subject of privacy and discretion. Do YOU want to be
responsible through simple indiscretion of bringing
death to a brother? Please start using those wonderful
brains with which God blessed you. And, while you
struggle with your arguments, denouncements, and
self-focused problems of the day, is it worthy of your
potential GREATNESS? Our people, just like YOU,
must attend that which faces them at any moment. Is it
possible that you might well be responsible for your
own indisposition and discomforting circumstances?
Have YOU just possibly made some wrong choices in
friends and intent? We are paddling just as fast as we
can and how can you expect to regain anything from us,
that you claim is yours, if you give us no opportunity to
do our work?
You have no cause to do anything about “me” for
you can believe, denounce, or try to discredit anything
through these conduits. I do marvel, however, that the
would-be KINGS recognize me WELL. No amount of
name-calling will make your misperceptions RIGHT
ORTRUE. However, be it KNOWNthat ifyoudeny the
messengers -the messengers shall deny you before our
Father. Is this some kind of threat? No-it is a FACT.
And moreover, 12th-hour changes may well be fine
with GOD-they are not too likely with the messengers. And by the way: He who lives by the lawsuit will
NOT perish by the Lawsuit-IF HE BE RIGHT! Where
else savea court of law can there beforumfor defense?
If you cannot come before a bench of JUSTICE-where
have you left to turn in your plights? If you think you
are right and the other party thinks himself to be
right-you have an impasse. Worse, under the LAWS
AS WRITTEN-there is no alternative when others or
corporations are involved-regardless of what anyone
might like to think or believe-or what the information
spewed about incorrectly contends. Further, as the acts
of vandalism worsen at the farm, local persons, the
consequences will be most ungratifying. The last trick
could have killed a man and burned Mr. Turner’s
property to the ground. This is not funny (Ha ha???).
This is as serious as you can get in such games and is
unacceptable under ANY RULES and REGULATIONS.
You now have brought mistrust of yourselves within
the very circles you chose to mislead and they are ANGRY
for YOU make them look foolish, if nothing else.
By the way, Rod Enz/Ence can now add PERJURY
to his list of credits, just through his recent aflIdavitwhich he himself FILLED TO OVERFLOW with contradictions of his own statements. Well, YOUdo that
which you wish-but it seems unfortunate a pathwayto me- but then, who am I to question YOU?
To you other readers, we hope to be able to finally
get to nothing save the truth of circumstances-SOON,
in our writings but, until we can, we must consider the
lessons of the moment-for they ARE the lessons for
ALL.

ADAM
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Have you seen the newly released film Independence Day? This statement made by its writer/producer
Dean Devlin appeared in a recent issue of the (Los
Angeles) DAILY NEWS--it couldn’t be clearer as to
intent, [quoting:]
The reason why it’s called Independence Day is
that we wanted to take what we think of as the best
American holiday, strip the nationalism away from it
and turn it into an international day. There has been
this fantasy that if there was an outside aggressor, the
whole world would band together and forget all of our
petty differences. [And eagerly welcome in the New

World Order! Theftlm acts to so/en YS up-to
pate a “real” invasion.]
MILITIA

antici-

ARRESTS

The handwriting has been on the wall for some
time. The militia was used as a concept to manipulate
the minds of Americans-to train us to equate anyone
who stands for the preservation of the Constitution and
opposition to the NW0 with fanaticism, terrorism,
crackpot-ism, and racism. The recipe is simple and
often used by the Elite: Take those who oppose your
activities, infiltrate and set them up according your
agenda, use the media (and potent trigger words) to
create strong public opinion against them, and smash
them under the guise of the “will of the people”, at the
same time using the furor as a ploy for instigation of as
many “anti-terrorist” (i.e., draconian“anti-citizen, anticonstitutional”) measures as possible. This old formula continues to work splendidly on prison planet
Earth. Here it unfolds as portrayed in the July 3 issue
of THE BAKERSFIELD CALIFORNIAN, [quoting:]
PHOENIX @)-They’ve
threatened to blow up
power plants, government buildings, even the Hoover
Dam. Some have held military exercises in the desert,
firing automatic weapons and setting off bombs [nowhere does ihe word “allegedly” appear]. With its
wide-open desert spaces and tolerance for guns, Arizona has long been a breeding ground for self-styled
militia members. The indictment Monday of 12 members of a group called the “Viper Militia” was just one
in a series of cases involving paramilitary activity
dating back to the 1970s.
Arizona is “in the top five or 10 states” for militia
activity, said Bryan Levin, an expert on the movement
and assistant professor of criminal justice at Stockton
College in New Jersey. He estimated as many as 30
militia groups have surfaced in the state. [Montana
and Idaho are other states targeted OS threats to the

NWO.] Neither Levin nor David Rosenberg, who tracks
militia groups for the Anti-Defamation League of B’nai
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BOSTON-A man who lost his U.S. citizenship
after being accused of running a Nazi secret police unit
in his native Lithuania has left Massachusetts for
Lithuania, the Justice Department said Wednesday.
Aleksandras Lileikis, an l&year-old retired machinist,
was stripped of his U.S. citizenship by a federal judge
last month. Lileikis allegedly signed death orders for
B’rith in New York [say no morel], had heard of the a number of Jewish men, women and children who were
“Viper Militia”, the .group accused in a federal indict- shot near Vilnius, the Lithuanian capital, during World
ment released Monday of plotting to blow up govem- War II. [See how jlimsy your rights of citizenship
become when Zionist allegations begin to fly-no trial
ment buildings in the Phoenix area.
There has been speculation that the group took its ofyourpeers or confrontation by your accusers. What
name from “OPLAN American Viper”, a plan for over- happened to this man’s constitutional rights771
throwing the government that has been distributed
J’LUTOCRATS
CORNER
anonymously at gun shows and other gatherings around
VITAMIN
INDUSTRY
the country. The 68-page document includes instructions for attacking targets from water supplies and rail
This article by Tom Valentine appeared in the June
and communications lines, to airfields, fuel depots and
ammunition dumps. It warns of a plot by an unidenti- 24 issue of THE SPOTLIGHT, [quoting:]
Times are certainly changing. Why, it was only a
fied world power to “disarm and enslave the American
people.” “The whole idea behind it is the violent few years ago that doctors and other scions of the
overthrow of the government,” said Morris Dees [an- establishment were telling everyone that taking vitaother familiar name in the annals of Khazarianism], min pill supplements was a “waste of money” and
“quackery”. And now look at what’s happened. The
who tracks hate groups [There ‘s another tactic-accusingyour enemy ofwhatyouyourselfare
doing]] for big boys, members of the institutionalized food and
the Southern Poverty Law Center in Montgomery, Ala. medicine world we live in, have muscled into the
Patriot groups. [See the tie-in with “patriotism.] vitamin business. Why? Here’s the text of a full page,
At least 27 “patriot” groups were active in Arizona four color add from the July 1996 issue of Forbes
between 1994 and 1996, according to a report compiled magazine. These few words and the well known clout
by the Southern Poverty Law Center’s Militia Task of the company purchasing the ad speak volumes about
Force. But the “Viper Militia” failed to cross the radar the nature of our changing attitudes toward vitamin
of the nonprofit civil rights organization [note the supplements-especially vitamin E--“natural” vitawell massaged positive image THAT conveys, as op- min E, that is.
“Take heart in the power of vitamin E”, is the
posed to those insidious “patriot groups”]. The task
force identified 809 such groups nationwide. The task headline. This is followed by: “A recant British study
force report included common organizations that iden- concluded that a dime’s worth of vitamin E from natutified themselves as “patriots” opposed to a ‘New World ral sources seems to reduce heart attacks by 7% when
Order” government conspiracy. Groups identified as taken by people with bad hearts. Heart disease is our
having been active in Arizona between 1994 and 1996 nation’s leading killer, and based on this study, there
were [this list has been abbreviated due to space has never been an easier, or more economical way, to
reduce the risk of heart attacks than by taking a daily
constraints] :
dose of vitamin E. As the world’s largest natural
-National Alliance, Bullhead City.
vitamin E producer, ADM has the capacity to supply
-Chino Valley Militia, Chino Valley.
170 million people with the current recommended daily
-Constitutional Militia, Cornville.
allowance of vitamin E. We’re proud of our role in
-Common Law Court, Graham County.
helping people fight heart disease, and that’s some-Arizona Patriots, Kingman.
thing you can take to heart.”
-Common Law Court, Maricopa County.
The emphasis on “natural” is ours, and that’s quite
-Citizens for America, Mesa.
-American Citizens and Lawmen Association, a story. For the first 30 years of vitamin E research. all
the studies on the health benefits of vitamin E were
Phoenix [Jack h-&Lamb ‘s organization]
conducted with “synthetic” material produced by
-Sovereign Citizens Movement, Tucson.
[There ‘s lots more, but you have probably already Hoffman LaRoche, the pharmaceutical giant. Because
read this stuff in your local “news source “, right? of a unique capacity to distill chemicals out of vegHatonn has comments on this subject as well, on page etable oil in a vacuum, Eastman Kodak company entered the vitamin A and vitamin E business decades
2-l
ago, but the “standard” had already been established by
the synthetic material makers and health advocates
PARENTS
NOT TOLD
OF
were demeaned for daring to suggest there could be any
EXPERIMENTAL
VACCINE
difference between synthetic molecules and natural
From the June 19 issue of the MODESTO BEE, molecules. However, there is a big difference and that
difference has now been verified. Big money people
[quoting:]
LOS ANGELES (AP)-To combat a measles out- know a good thing when they see it. The formerly
break, three clinics gave hundreds of predominantly largest producer of natural vitamin E-Eastman Chemipoor and minority children experimental measles vac- cal-has been “absorbed” following some supply squeezcinations without their parents’ knowledge from 1989 ing tactics by the largest soy bean monopolists in the
to 1991, health officials said Tuesday. The consent world-Archer Daniels Midland.
Natural vitamin E is commercially extracted from
forms for the government-sponsored study, designed to
find out if children can be immunized before their first soy bean oil “lignans” or residue. And, to further verify
birthday. said they would get either of two vaccines. It that natural is “in” and synthetic is “out”, the other
never told the parents one was unlicensed in this coun- agricultural giant, Cargill, has made a deal with
try and therefore considered experimental. The study, Hoffman LaRoche to provide that drug company with a
co-sponsored by Kaiser Permanente of California and natural source. Industry insiders say the price of
approved by the federal Centers for Disease Control in vitamin E will go much higher as the two giant producAtlanta, began during a U. S . measles epidemic in 1989. ers tighten their monopoly. On the other hand, health
advocates who remember the work of the two “Maverick” doctors-the famous Shute brothers who proposed
ACCUSED
NAZI DEPORTED
that vitamin E was the ideal heart support nutrient 30
From the June 20 issue of THE ORLANDO SENTI- years ago and were condemned as “quacks”-are saying that even at a higher price, the value of natural
NEL, [quoting:]
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vitamin E for better heart health has been established.
[Interesting how “expert opinions” change depending
on where the %%%%
are!]
CLINTON’S
“VICTIM
AMENDMENT”
TO THE CONSTITUTION
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Here’s an upbeat antidote to all the nasty stuff
going on in the world today (and every day)! From the
June 28 issue of the (Los Angeles) DAILY NEWS,
[quoting:]
NEW BERN, N.C. (AP)?When a dog spotted a fire
sparked by lightning in the attic of his owners’ house,
he barked. But that didn’t work. They ignored him. So
Rot, a mix of Chesapeake Bay retriever and rottweiler,
rang the doorbell. At 4 a.m., that got their attention.
Rosevelt and Linda Matthews and their two teen-age
children lost everything but their lives in the Tuesday
fire. Rot won their eternal gratitude. The dog never
was trained by the family to ring doorbells, though he
did it once before to get their attention.

From a recent issue of THE NEW YORK TIMES,
[quoting:]
Saying the justice system “too often ignores the
millions and millions of people who are completely
innocent,” President Clinton called Tuesday for a constitutional amendment to protect the rights of crime
victims. [Specific details are not provided, but it sure
does soundjlaky as presented here!] It was the first
time in his presidency that he has supported an effort to
change the Constitution. Clinton announced his posi“ECSTASY”
MAY
CAUSE
LONGtion at a Rose Garden ceremony attended by relatives of
TERM
BRAIN
DAMAGE
murder victims who have become crusaders for such an
amendment. Throughout his presidency, Clinton has
From the June 14 issue of THE ORLANDO SENTIopposed numerous proposals to amend the Constitution
including a balanced budget amendment, school prayer NEL, {quoting:]
LONDON (Reuters)-The street drug Ecstasy can
amendment and an anti-flag burning amendment [all
cause long-term effects in users, literally rotting parts
Republican-sponsored proposals.]
of their brains, two British doctors said today. Rodents
and monkeys given the drug showed long-term brain
SANCTIONS
AGAINST
ENEMIES
damage, they said. Even one dose was enough to cause
OF THE NW0
measurable damage in rats, they said. Tests show that
From the June 20 issue of THE ORLANDO SENTI- the drug, a type of amphetamine, destroys the connections between brain cells and damages nerve cells that
NEL, [quoting:]
WASHINGTON (AP)-The House unanimously release serotonin, an important brain chemical.
approved sanctions against Iran and Libya Wednesday
COCKROACH
LINKED
that would punish foreign companies that invest in the
TO ASTHMA
two nations, both accused of sponsoring terrorism.
[Their REAL crime is not playing bati with the big boy
terrorists.] The legislation is backed by the adminis-

From the June 9 issue of
tration but has drawn criticism from European court- (Tennessee) PRESS, [quoting:]
WASHINGTON (AP)-Five
tries that say it attempts to unilaterally impose U.S.
policy on them. The bill, passed 415-O [must be a real researchers set out to determine
hot notatol. lists six Dossible sanctions ootions against severe urban health problem.
Iran and requires thepresident to imposeat least t?woon
any person or business that invests $40 million or more
in one year in Iran’s energy sector. The Senate passed
a similar bill in December sponsored by Sen. Alfonse
D’Amato, R-N.Y. Differences between the two measures must be worked out.
The House version mandates sanctions on foreigners who sell weapons, aviation equipment and oil equipment to Libya in violation of U.N. Security Council
resolutions. Libya and Iran are both on the State
Department list of nations that support international
terrorism.

the JOHNSON CITY
years ago, a team of
why asthma is such a
They penetrated the

worst neighborhoods in seven big cities and spent $17
million vacuuming up dust, administering allergy tests
and poring over the medical records of poor children.
In a few months, their first formal reports will hit the
medical journals. Perhaps 40 papers eventually will be
published. But in the end, the piles of data largely boil
down to a single nasty word: COCKROACHES. The
surprising result is likely, in time, to change the way
the medical world thinks about childhood asthma.
Already, those in charge of the study view these bugs as
a serious public health hazard.
The levels of infestation are particularly important
because Dr. Alkis Togias of Johns Hopkins, who is
looking at a cross-section of teen-age asthma victims in
Baltimore, found that the more cockroaches invictims’
homes, the greater their chance of being allergic to
roaches and the more severe their asthma.
WHAT
ABOUT
_NETANYAHU?

The June 2 issue of THE ORLANDO SENTINEL has
this to say about that, [quoting:]
JBRUSALEM-A conversation with Israelis about
Benjamin Netanyahu inevitably comes around to how
“American” he is. Some say it with admiration, some
with disdain, but they talk of his American accent, his
American education, his Kennedy-style clan and the
American name he once tried-Ben Nitay. Above all,
they talk about his mastery of “American style” politics
[Zionism-saturated?], by which people mean his mastery of pungent sound bites and packaged issues. That
Netanyahu’s image was massaged by an American,
Arthur Finkelstein, came as a surprise to no one. But
behind Netanyahu’s “Made in USA” facade is a very
Israeli core, a native subro reared on militant Zionism,
honed in an elite commando unit and chary of ever
giving an inch to his enemies, whether politicians or Arabs.
...as deputy foreign minister, Netanyahu gained
further renown as the Israeli suokesman during the
Persian Gulf War. C$ck,
succinct and good-looking,
he was the voice of Israel
day after day on every international network. After Likud lost in the 1993
election,
national
Netanyahu scrambled past
Benjamin
the established figures of
Netanyahu enjoys
the Israeli right to seize
the applause of his
the party chairmanship, in
supporters outside
the process making numerhis home in
Jerusalem recently.
Netanyahu came to
America in 1963,
when he was 14 and
his father took a
teaching job in
Pennsylvania. He
finished high school
in the United States
and got a degree at
MIT. He ardently
denied during the
campaign that he
ever contemplated
staying in America.
‘Not for a single
moment,’ he
declared. ‘I come
from a Jewish,
Zionist family, with
roots here for 100
years.’

REAL LIFE ADVENTURES

nllen cannot hear certain frequencks.
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After the assassination
of Prime Minister Yitzhak
Rabin last November, the
perception that he condoned or even incited the
radical right led to a steep
plunge in his standing in
the polls. His fortunes
changed with four suicide
bombings in February and
March, which now turned
many Israelis against the
government.
[What a
breakfir

him, eh?l]

Your news clippings
are appreciated! Be sure
to indicate the date and
media source and send
them to: CONTACT, P.O.
Box 986, Tehachapi, CA
93581‘
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one holding a title of nobility from holding any office
of trust in the United States. The Thirteenth Amendment, passed in 1819, made this even more explicit that
no lawyers would be in government. But corrupt sleight
of hand eltmtnated this from the public consciousness
by the endoithe Civil War.
There are those who feel that our courts today bear
some similarity to the Star Chamber. But even if they
take everything we have, they still leave our ears intact, and our cheeks unblemished. Those things, ineluding the Vincent Van Gogh look, have been relegated to what we now call cruel and unusuaI punishment. But do our courts function as originally intended?
People today may be operating under a misconception of how our so-called “Civilized Society” was meant
to function. As it has been explained to this author,
there is a five-tiered arrangement to our existence,
within organized society, as follows:

Judicial

Corruption
InAmerica
1

,. .

Man

..
7/S/96

RAY BILGER

In Part III of the series, Judicial Corruption at
JAMS and Beyond, it was mentioned briefly that at the
time of the birth of the United States of America there
was a very strong anti-lawyer sentiment. Most people
today, however, may not be aware of, or understand,
the long ingrained basis for the Colonists* feelings in
this regard. This article will provide some important
background on how we’ve arrived at the point where
we now find ourselves.
The Supreme Court’s decision in Faretta v. California, 422 U.S. 806 (1975), provides a rather interesting and informative view of the Colonial period in
America, and of the English judicial system which
preceeded it. We quote here variously, beginning at
page 820 of the decisions, (quoting:)
In the long history of British criminal jurisprudence, there was only one tribunal that ever adopted a
practice of forcing counsel upon an unwilling defendant in a criminal proceeding. The tribunal was the
Star Chamber. That curious institution, which flourished in the late 16th and early 17th centuries, was of
mixed executive and Judicial character, and characteristically departed from common law traditions.
The court of Star Chamber was an efficient, somewhat arbitrary arm of royal power. It was at the height
of its career in the days of the Tudor and Stuart kings.
Star Chamber stood for swiftness and powers it was
not a competitor of the common law so much as a limitation on it-a reminder that high state policy could
not safely be entrusted to a system so chancy as English law.. .
Counsel... had to be cautious that any pleadings
they signed would not unduly offend the Crown.
For those reasons, and because it specialized in
trying ‘political offenses, the Star Chamber has for
centuries symbolized disregard of basic individual
rights.
In 1632 William Prynne was informed against for
his book called Histrio Mustix. Prynne’s answer was,
amongst other things, that his book had been licensed.. .
He was sentenced to be disbarred and deprived of his
university degrees; to stand twice in the pillory (a device with holes for the head and hands), and to have
one ear cut off each times to be fined 5,000 pounds
and to be perpetually imprisoned, without books, pen,
ink, or paper... Prynne was himself a lawyer.
Five years after this, in 1637, Prynne, Bastwick,
and Burton, were tried for libel, and were all sentenced
to the same punishment as Prynne had received in 1632,
Prynne being branded on the cheeks instead of losing
his ears.
The Star Chamber was swept away in 1641 by the
revolutionary fervor of the Long Parliament.
With the Treason Act of 1695, there began a long
and important era of reform in English criminal procedure. The 1695 statute granted to the accused traitor the rights to a copy of the indictment, to have his

witnesses testify under oath, and “to make... full Defense, by Counsel learned in the Law.”
In the American Colonies the insistence upon a
right of self-representation was, if anything, more fervent than in England.
The colonists brought with them an appreciation
of the virtues of self-reliance and a traditional distrust
of lawyers. When the Colonies were first settled, “the
lawyer was synonymous with the cringing AttorneysGeneral and Solicitors-General of the Crown and the
arbitrary Justices of the King’s Court, all bent on the
conviction of those who opposed the King’s prerogatives, and twisting the law to secure convictions.” This
prejudice gained strength in the Colonies where “distrust of lawyers became an institution.” Several Colanies prohibited pleading for hire in the 17th century
(notably, Massachusetts (164 l), and also Virginia, Connecticut, and the Carolinas), The prejudice persisted
into the 18th century as “the lower classes came to identidy lawyers with the upper class.” The years of Revolution and Confederation saw an upsurge of anti-lawyer sentiment, a “sudden revival, after the War of the
Revolution, of the old dislike and distrust of lawyers
as a class.” In the heat ofthese sentiments the Constitution was forged.” (End quoting)
It was for the above reasons that the Framers of
the Constitution, in Art. I, Sec. 9, Cl. 8, forbid any-

Constitution

Government
Bureaucrats
In this arrangement, all power flows from the top
downward. The use of the word “God” may not be appreciated by some, and is certainly not used here to
give any religious connotation. But most will, if they
think about it seriously, agree that there is some kind
of “Creative Forces that has made the universe as we
know it. There does, after all, appear to be some sort
of design to it, even though we may not fully comprehend what it is.
Anyway, as it was explained, all of our Rights come
from God, to Man.(The use of the word “Man” signities Mankind, so the masculine includes the feminine,
or the feminine also includes the masculine, if you
wish.)
Man then creates Constitutions to clearly establish
those Rights, and to set forth the parameters within
which a Government will function, and to clearly explain how Bureaucrats are to operate under that Government.
All of this was well and just and looked good on
paper when our Con&if&ion was drafted. But time,
along with Man’s ingenuity, cunning, and greed, has a
way of eroding even the greatest accomplishments. SO
it is, as it is today, that this whole arrangement has
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been turned completely up-side down.
Our Bureaucrats have taken the role of our Masters, God has been thrown out the window, and that
old Constitution merely kept for window dressingthere so that it can be pointed to to say, see, it’s still
there. Well, if our Constitution is still there, it is almost dead, and being maintained only by life support
systems. Sad but true.
It is perhaps time that we ask ourselves, just what
is Law’? Frederic Bastiat, in his book entitled The Law
(1850), states that, “The law is the organization of the
natural right of lawful defense. It is the substitution
of a common force for individual forces. And this cornmon force is to do only what the individual forces have
a natural and lawful right to dos to protect persons,
liberties, and properties to maintain the right of each,
and to cause Justice to reign over us all.” This sounds
like the intent of our Constitution.
Black’s Law Dictionary,
4th Revised Edition
(1968), at pages 1028 and 1029, contains a rather
lengthy definition of Law. It states in part, “Rule of
civil conduct commanding what is right and prohibiting what is wrong. General rule of human action, taking cognizance only of external acts, enforced by a
determinate authority, which authority is human, and
among human authorities is that which is paramount
in a political society. Long established local custom
which has the force of law. Doctrine or procedure of
the common law, from which equity is a departure.
Constitution or constitutional provision.” These de&
nitions comport with what is right and just and constitutional.
Our Declaration of Independence opens with a recognition of the Higher Law to which The People are
entitled When in the course of human events it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve the political bands which have connected them with another,
and to assume among the powers of the earth, the separate and equal station to which the Laws of Nature and
of Nature’s God entitle them...”
Sir William Blackstone clearly defined the Law of
Nature as follows: “Man... must necessarily be subject
to the laws of his Creator... This will of his Maker is
called the law of nature .. This law of nature... is of
course superior to any other... No human laws are of
any validity, if contrary to this and such of them as are
valid derive all their force... from this original.”
Blackstone understood that in order for the laws
of man to be valid, they would have to be made in
pursuance of the Laws of Nature. This is in harmony
with our Constitution for the United States of America,
at Article VI, Section 2, which states in parts “This
Constitution, and the laws of the United States which
shall be made in Pursuance thereof... shall be the supreme law of the land; and the Judges in every State
shall be bound thereby...” (Emphasis added)
The Supreme Court of the United States clarified
the above Section of the Constitution in the case of
Marbury v. Madison (1803), 5 U.S. 137, 180, where
the Court held, “that in declaring what shall be the
supreme law of the land, the constitution itself is first
mentioned; and not the laws of the United States generally, but those only which shall be made in pursuance
of the constitution, have that rank.”
The Supreme Court of the United States, in their
decision of Norton v. Shelby County (1886), 118 U.S.
425, 442, held that, “An unconstitutional Act is not a
law; it confers no rights; it imposes no duties; it affords no protection; it creates no office; it is, in legal
contemplation, as inoperative as though it had never
been passed.”
It would seem that since our Constitution is the
supreme law of the land, and all laws must be made in
pursuance of that Constitution, we should expect that
Constitutional Law would be the operative law of the
United States of America! !
Bastiat goes on to say that, “If a nation were
founded on this basis, it seems to me that order would
prevail among the people, in thought as well as in deed.

It seems to me that such a nation would have the most
simple, easy to accept, economical, limited, non-oppressive, just, and enduring government imaginablewhatever its political form might be.” This author
could not agree more.
However, in this equation we also have that unpredictable variable we call Man. And, as Bastiat so
eloquently points out, “When they can, they wish to
live and prosper at the expense of others. This is no
rash accusation. Nor does it come from a gloomy and
uncharitable spirit. The annals of history bear witness to the truth of its the incessant wars, mass migrations, religious persecutions, universal slavery, dishonesty in commerce, and monopolies. This fatal desire
has its origins in the very nature of man-in that
primative, universal, and insuppressible instinct that
impels him to satisfy his desires with the least possible pain.”
But today there appears to be a general awakening
taking place in Mankind, slower to be realized in some
than in others, that we can no longer continue we in
the past and yet have any expectation of surviving very
much longer into the future. Those who, being in positions of power, fight against this progressive change,
are the ones who will doom us to self destruction if
those of us who now know better do not soon correct
the situation to that five-tiered arrangement set forth
above.
This is the challenge now before us, and we are all
in the very crucible wherein this problem will be corrected, if it is to be corrected, or else we shall all suffer together should we fail to meet our challenge.
It was not intended that this work should take such
a philosophical turn, so let us continue to explore our

original direction, the corruption now destroying
America (and the world, for that matter).
It is the proper function of the Judicial Branch of
Government to enforce what is right and just. Only
those who are blind would say that this is what is now
happening, while those who can see know that there is
more enforcement of that which is wrong and unjust.
This is so because the courts are enforcing legislation
that has been clearly designed to destroy rights, rather
than defend them. So, in order to correct our corrupt
judicial system, we will have to correct our corrupt leg
islatures. And that will be most difficult, indeed, as
long as there are lawyers in the Congress and the legislatures.
It would appear that the proper function of lawyers is to defend people in court, not to create legislation which insures them ever more work in those courts.
The next logical question would be, how then do we
get our original Thirteenth Amendment reinstated?
Now there’s a challenge. We would have to bring it to
the fore in the media by incessantly pointing it out and
holding it up for all to see. The controlled media would
no doubt ignore the issue for as long as they could,
given the fact that they are lap dogs, not watch dogs.
Patience, persistence, and perseverance will enable
us to achieve any task we set our minds to, especially
if the task being pursued is of noble enough character
that its accomplishment be determined by forces beyond those of purely human control.
Our present course compels us to this, perhaps the
greatest challenge facing Humanity todays Can we turn
this “mess” around that all may enjoy Freedom? For,
as goes America. so goes the world: If Freedom be
losthere, it will be lost for all.
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of Govemors~ (the contracting G-7 Nations) can utilize Merrill Lynch, Monex, Goldman Sachs, etc., and
other STOCK EXCHANGES AROUND THE GLOBE
at the instructions of the FEDERAL RESERVE and
THE DEPOSITORY TRUST CO. to manipulate the
gold and platinum commodity markets, and tell off
the TREASURY GOLD OF TiIIS NATIGN (in Govt.
Black Projects) FOR AMOUNTS UPWARDS OF
PLUS S380.00 PER OUNCE.

“IndependenceYY
Daydollars-m
7/4/96 #1

HATONN

INDEPENDENCE

DAY

July 4th is always a day of what? In the U.S. it
seems to be a day of hotdogs and apple pie while you
PRETEND to have some kind of freedom and annual
patriotism-but you don’t have freedom and you are
NOT patriotic. The closest you get this year is through
a release of a movie by the same name and just as much
of a farce. Sometimes I observe that you HAVE come
the distance for what Grandfather told you would happen-wherein you wouldfinally end up blaming Aliens
for your destruction-and the pretenders would pronounce some kind of a stupid attitude somehow that
YOU WON. No, if you actually get into a war of the
worlds-you will NOT WIN-you are even losing
against your enemies right on your turf.
Things, however, are not going very well for the
New World Order at this time, it appears. And why is
it going badly? Because of people like staunch and
gutsy individuals such as Grandma Herman. What the
“bad hats” didn’t understand about a person like Vina
is that when she found out the facts-got mad as hell
with those truths hidden from her, looked at what she
has for ammunition-the tormentors had better run for
those proverbial hills. We of the guardian-messengers
have to marvel at such tenacious resolve in the face of
armies of destroyers. Something happens which is very
clearly miraculous in that, after you have had attempts
at murder on your person, damage in every known
material and Spiritual way, and finally there are two
choices left to an individual-it is either quit or go
forth and win. Grandma has chosen to stand the ground
and WIN. Militias will NOT win freedom and ongoing
status of freedom-it will be the “Grandmas” of the
world who are willing to take up the cross and the sword
of truth-and do battle WHERE THE WAR IS RAGING and that is NEVER on a bloody battle field. The
battle field of war is but the distraction the “bad hats”
use to cover their atrocities.
Some readers proclaim that Grandma is outspoken
and crude at times, hard to accept as a gentle voice of
Spiritual leadership-well, people, what do you want,
someone who pretends NOT and gets the job done-or
pious Lady Biliaries who tell’you one thing and are as
dark as the dungeon in reality? And just why do you
suppose “Lady Hillary” got left off in Europe? That
nice First Lady of the U.S. has the code-name in the
Intelligentsia of BLACK WIDOW. That very de&
nitely means that she will kill and eat her mate, good
people, and Little Billy is in, again, serious trouble.
Did you notice that her little trippings are totally
involved with Khazarian Zionism?
The PLAN was, by those would-be-worlders, to
have YOU under total control by this Independence
Day, after having gotten control of everything that
could economically save you. Well, it happened-but
it got “undone” and now they don’t know what to do
about it-bomb you all away or try for a more “civilized” way of suckering in you-the-people.
. lndee& if you make it it will because of some

One U.S. Rep., on the House floor, in 1995, stated:
“We have a surplus of gold of about $460 Billion
What the fool did not realize is: S460 BILLION in Gold at $38.00 per ounce-*IF” utilized properly on the Open Market IS MORE THAN ENOUGH
TO PAY OFF THE NATIONAL DEBT AT S380.00
PER OUNCE!
Then, there is the matter of the Supreme Court
willing “Grandmas and Grandpas”, figuratively speak- ruling on the “THE GOLD CASES OF 1933-‘34-‘35”
ing, who care enough to give the very best. It will NOT whereupon they HELD: “We a0 not rd reuQ the Constibe the Viper Red Berets who blow up cities. Freedom tution; Congressexceededits areasof Jurisdiction”...
held by Force is not Freedom, it is an exchange of (BUT, NOT ONE SINGLE WEDDING RING WAS
RETURNED TO THE WOMEN OF AMERICA, nor
Forces.
Informed KNOWLEDGEand Spiritual KNOWING were the BANK STOCKS held by the family members
in truth, offers freedom.
which were in CONSTITUTIONAL GOLD.(??!!) (II:
On this day of celebration of false perceptions I So, how could the government do this to you again, as
hope you give just a moment of your time to looking at they plan, (confiscate precious metals)? It is easy for
that which you seem to adore and worship the most- as the President said a term back, “If the people
knew what we are doing they would lynch us in the
your exchange money.
I enjoy giving Grandma a forum as the sharpness of streets! n AND “...the citizens have no longer an
her pain and losses dull a bit and her mind can go back attention span than four years AT BEST!” Well,
to those things which she has studied and of which she some of our attention spans go far further back than
knows best-these very Constitutional THINGS.
Aton of Egypt-so watch those backsides!]
Here all these years you have been told that “it’s
illegal to own gold”. The Suvrems Court didnot think
[QUOTING:]
uso- -1
Now, aren’t you proud as punch over those brown
July 3rd, 1996
thumbed idiots in our U.S. House of Reps?
Dear CONTACT, and Concerned Readers,
Think about it-then-THINK
ABOUT IT AGAIN!
I always get a kick out of the Commander’s stateGrandma Herrman-Herman
ments: THE TRUTH SHALL SET YOU FREE, AND
MAKE YOU-MAD AS HELL!
[END OF QUOTING]
Then, I have my own, which is: ‘Congress sits on
its ass with its thumb up its fanny and its brain in
neutral, as the nation collapses from within.” [II: So,
I don’t suggest you get carried away with aliens or
we are crude and picturesque? Ah, then readers, “E.T. ‘s” shooting darts at your selves. I do suggest that
you do NOT know even the half of it! You continue, the messengers are quite REAL and certainly do and
as a people, to fiddle the same old scores while your shall present to the point of being recognized. The
world burns-and pronounce those who try to bring LAWS of your LAND demand incarceration and quartruth-liars,
cheats, thieves and #crude”. So be itantine of ANYONE who encounters an alien E.T. so,
your choice!)
guess what, we have to make sure you “encounter”
In other words; we have an IMPLOSION, from none. This is WHY the alien myths and tales are so
“those who sit on their collective asses”, and like all stupid as to be blatant. No MESSENGER of Godly
other “LEGENDS” IN THEIROWN-MIND-do more beings would so much as endanger a hair of your heady,
to deStNCt than to RESTORE.
head heads. There will, however, be more and more
It would be an absolute marvel, if they had the visible presentations-but you will have to consider
ability to research and understand the job THEY WERE that your own prison keepers have some magnificent
HIRED TO DO, and do some collective READING on flying machines to fool you almost all the time. The
the old INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND point of the “PLANNERS” is to scare the daylights out
AGREEMENT of 1945-‘46-‘47; Public Law 94-564. of you in a sham cover to cause you to panic in fear, do
[H: But then, how many of YOU will rush to your what they tell you to do and accomplish the end of
Constitutional LIBRARY and study up on these top- causing you to live in terror-right in your own homes.
its?] for it would plainly tell them: “WE ARE IN This is NOT THE WAY OF GOD CREATOR! This is
DEEP PUCKEY,” and “our treasury gold is held at one of the more despicable and villainous attributes of
S38.00 uer ounce. while the “members” of the “Board human mankind.
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MurderIn TheFirstDegre
RonBrown
. Cover-Up
Detail
7/4/96 #l

HATONN

There is NO HONOR or LOYALTY among the
leaders in HIGH PLACES on your globe. To evidence
this I offer the following researched follow-on to JUST
ONE INCIDENT-the murder of RON BROWN, Commerce Secretary.

at this moment are taking off from Tuzla, Bosnia, 130
miles to the northeast.
Outside, a perfect breeze blows at 14 mph from east
to west. It is perfect because at 120 degrees from the
north, it is only one degree off from being an exact
headwind for the landing pattern of IFOR- 1. Contrary
to some U.S. news reports, it is not a dark and stormy
night. IT IS THE MIDDLE OF THE AFTERNOON!
The Radio Shack of Cilipi Airport, about 2:30
P.M.: Maintenance Chief Niko Jerkuic, 46, nervously

[QUOTING:]

A note from Nick: As you are well aware, this issue fiddles with the dials on his VOR (VHF Omnidirecof the WSCJwas delayed. The reason is the immense tional Radio) beacon. The VOR is the only instrument

amount of research that went into the three primary
stories. From a political standpoint, this is the most
important piece I’ve done since “The Impeached President” several years ago. From an economic standpoint,
there are two major pieces in this newsletter. One is an
actionlog, that was the best format for me to commu-

that can guide the IFOR- 1 safely to the runway. Jerkuic
re-checks his terrain map again and again. In a couple
of hours, he will be a rich man, the two American
operatives tell him, if he can quietly send IFOR- 1 into
Sveti Ivan (St. John’s Hill), one of the highest mountains in the area at 2400 feet. [H: It is tbought that

nicate to you economic events I expect to unfold. changing that VHF Omnidirectional Radio signal is
Second is the piece about the pending grain crisis and impossible to do-oh no, if you know what you are
the subsequent inflation. Please pay close attention. doing you can easily interrupt the signal and send
The bond market IS crashing. It led the stock market out “imitation” guidance signals which will simply
up and it will lead the stock market down. [H: We will, override the original settings, then, the original
at least at this time, only write about the Ron Brown signals will automatically return to their proper
incident. The grain situation is beyond belief and settings when “released”. It is more that the signal
you are into the makings of such a worldwide FAM- is changed enough to alter the instrumentation and
INE as to stagger your imaginations-it
is under- guidance system of the plane in focus of that beam
way, this atrocity of the ages, and all but beyond signal. THIS certainly is NOT like a shutdown of the
help.]
Western U.S. a couple of days ago when 7 States were
without power. That kind of outage should scare the
living daylights out of every one of you!! THAT IS A
MURDER
IN THE FIRST DEGREE
SERIOUS TEST, READERS, FOR THINGS SET
The Wall Street Underground, Inc.
TO HAPPEN-AS
EARLY AS TODAY, THE 4TH
1129 E. Cliff Road,
OF JULY! Remember that a massive power outage
Burnsville MN 55337
misdirects EVERYTHING.]

(June, 1996, Vol. 2, No. 11)
[H: Why do we try to use other resource information on these topics? BECAUSE WE ARE NOT
REVELATORS-WE
0FFERWHAT“IS”
SO YOU
UNDERSTAND THE IMPORTANCE A BIT BEYOND THE MOMENT OF FORTUNE-TELLING.
THERE IS PLENTY OF REVELATION GOING
ON-WHY DON’T Y6U PEOPLE TRY WHAT “IS”
AND WORK YOUR WAY UP TO REVELATION?]
An interim
Commerce

reuort
Secretarv

on the
Ron

death

of

Brown

Cilipi Airport, Dubrovnik, Croatia, 2:lO P.M.,
April 3,1996: Captain Amir Schic lands a twin-engine

corporate jet carrying the Croatian Prime Minister and
the American Ambassador. It is one of five planes to
land routinely on Runway 12 in the hour preceding the
scheduled 3:00 P.M. arrival of IFOR- 1, the Boeing T43A carrying Ron Brown and his upbeat entourage of
American industrial deal-makers.
Cilipi Airport, 2:lS P.M.: Businessmen begin to
straggle into the lobby, a few carrying umbrellas to
ward off the very light to moderate rain. They’re early
because thev’re anxious to ereet the 35 Americans who

On the other hand, if he miscalculates.., well, the
Americans did not look like men who would forgive
someone who botches an assignment as serious as this
one. All Jerkuic knows is that there is someone on
board the plane who is very dangerous to the American
President, and it is his job to make sure the plane never
lands at the airport.
He glances out at some broken clouds around 400
feet above. They would have no effect. He would have
to depend on the main cloud-cover at 2000 feet. Sveti
Ivan rises almost 400 feet into this overcast. Jerkuic
calculates he would have to alter the signal by a full ten
degrees, to send the plane that far off course and into
the mountains.
Money or no money, he began to wonder if he was
doing the right thing. He had seen so much bloodshed
in the years of the Bosnian War-what was a little
more?
Cilipi Airport, 2:48 P.M.: Captain Schic climbs to
the control tower to give IFOR- a friendly radio
greeting and reassurance that all is well. He describes
the Cilipi weather: visibility eight kilometers (5 miles),
winds still at 14 mph, all flights arriving normally.
Flying at about 10,000 feet and 40+ miles away, IFOR21 Co-captains Ashley I. Davis, 35, and Tim Shafer,

33, thank Schic for his words of welcome. Because

there is no airport radar, the control tower will not be

able to track IFOR- as she approaches the airport.
These conditions are later described by Newsweek
and others as “the worst storm in ten years” with
“visibility just 100 yards”. (Their portrayal of the
weather IS FLATLY DENIED by Aviation Week and
Space Technology,)
In the clouds over the Adriatic Sea, 250 P.M.:

IFOR- reports in to Cilipi routinely. It is the last
time their voice is heard.
Split, Croatia, 2:S2 P.M.: The main regional radar station loses IFOR- 1 from its screen, as the plane
descends below the cloud cover.
Kolocep Island, 2:54 P.M.: IFOR- is dead on
course as it passes directly over Cilipi’s first beacon,
11.8 miles from the airport. It then locks onto Jerkuic’s
beam, which is supposed to guide the plane to the
runway. But Jerkuic has mis-set the guide beam at 119
degrees instead of 109 degrees. This will lead it
directly into the mountain range (and the deaths of all
passengers).
Aboard an AWACS Plane, 2:S6 P.M.: The U.S.
Air Force plane keeping track of all air traffic in the
area loses trace of IFOR- 1, just as it passes over
Dubrovnik. Being the military version of a Boeing 737200, IFOR- is not easily lost. But because it is less
than a -mile off course at this point, no one on the
AWACS plane notes any problem.
Secreno, Croatia, 2:!57 P.M.: Villagers hear a
plane roaring past unusually low and close.
Plat, Croatia, 2:58 P.M.: Villagers Ana and Miho
Dunlica rush outside and see IFOR- 1 plunging “like a
ghost out of the clouds.”
Velji Do, Croatia, 2:58 P.M.: Everyone in this
tiny collection of stone huts at the base of Sveti Ivan
hears a plane go directly overhead in the clouds, then
rev its engines mightily for one instant.
Aboard the plane, the claxon of its ground-proximity warning device suddenly blares, jolting the pilot
Davis. But the two-to-three seconds of warning are far
too little. The plane’s left wingtip touches ground,
spinning the ‘plane directly into the rocky hillside,
making an earth-shaking explosion.
There is the crackling hiss of a huge fireball as the
plane and its large load of fuel burn. Then a dead
silence in the mist. The tail section remains INTACT,
but the rest of IFOR- 1 is all over the hill, making later
identitication of many of the passengers impossible.
The nose of the fuselage is just a blackish smudge in the
ground.
All 35 people are dead except for stewardess Shelly
Kelly, who is riding in the tail. SHESUSTAINS ONLY
MINOR CUTS AND BRUISES.
Cilipi, 3:18 P.M.: U.S. authorities are notified that

IFOR- is down, location unknown. However, they
are to suffer 11 l/2 hours of pre-planned confusion
before arriving at the scene. One prominent report
verifies that pieces of the wreckage have been spotted
floating in the Adriatic. A later report says a CIA
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trawler has retrieved some pieces. [II: By golly, that

course. That is absurd. Beside having an electric
compass, the plane was also equipped with a magnetic
compass. Pilots routinely set their compasses right
before takeoff. If the compass was set off 10 degrees,
they could not have been on course when they passed
the first beacon, 11.8 miles from the airport. Instead
they would have been miles and miles off course at this
point. To make thisexplanation even more absurd, the
plane was flying on the VOR signal, not the compass.
That explains the half-truth. Yes, the plane was flying
10 degrees off course, but it was because the VOR beam
had been tampered with.
* One desperate explanation was that a nasty crosswind “blew” the plane sideways. Not credible. This
wind would require a wind 90 degrees off the actual
wind,
* Most of the press and officialdom have blamed
poor visibility. To do this, they have taken the ferocity
of the rainstorm later that afternoon and evening-and
moved it back in time to the crash hour. But records
show the weather from 2:54 pm to 2:58 pm was simply
not that bad. It was well above the minimum required
for landing. And VHF beacons NEVER get blown off
course by the wind.
* Pilot fatigue and strain? Not likely on a 45,
minute flight.
* Equipment malfunction on a rickety old plane?
IFOR- was the number two plane in the White
House fleet-in
essence, Air Force 2. It had carried
Hillary and Chelsea Clinton and Defense Secretary
William Perry just the week before. Everything about
the flight was checked out and rehearsed a week in

CIA is everywhere isn’t it?]
Republic of South Africa, approximately 4:00
P.M.: News reports say an attempt is made on the life
of RON BROWN’S LAW PARTNER, TOMMY
BOGGS, BY AN unknown ASSAILANT IN A STAGED
CAR ACCIDENT IN CAPETOWN. Later Boggs re-

fuses to talk about the attempt. Allegations have been
made that Boggs was culpable in many of Brown’s
activities. [H: These wiil be spoken of later so please
stayed tuned.]
Cilipi, later that same afternoon:

Niko Jerkuic
goes home to collect his reward, but tkc reward is not

waitina for him. That comes three davs later: A
BULLET THROUGH THE CHEST, administered just

shortly before he is scheduled to be grilled by the U.S.
Air Force accident investigation team.
The hit squad wraps his hand around the gun and
departs. The Americans do not want a live witness who
could spill the beans later. Like many of the
Whitewater dead, Jerkuic is immediately labeled a
SUICIDE, even though there is NO EVIDENCEand a chest wound is a rare caure-especialiy
with a
large caliber pistol (very unusual in Europe).

The quick official reason given for bachelor
Jerkuic’s death is despondence over romantic troubles
with his girlfriend.
I have been unable to find any
verification for this. Instead, I have found that neighbors and friends all agree Jerkuic was NOT depressed.
He had survived the years of the Bosnian War. He was
excited that life was finally getting better.
Crash site, 7:20 P.M.: FOUR HOURS AND 20
MINUTES AFTER THE CRASH, the first Croatian

Special Forces search party arrives on the scene. They
find ONLY STEWARDESS KELLY surviving-nicely.
They call for a helicopter to evacuate her to the hospital. When it arrives, Kelly IS ABLE TO GET ON
BOARD WITHOUT ANY ASSISTANCE FROM THE
MEDICS.
But Kelly NEVER COMPLETES THE SHORT
HOP. She “dies” en route. According to multiple
reports given to journalist/editor Joe L. Jordan, 9
autopsv later reveals a neat. three-inch incision over
her main femoral artery. It also shows the incision
came at LEAST THREE HOURS AFTER all her other
cuts and bruises.

This creates in your mind a horrifying scene in the
back of the chopper, as one Special Forces operative
holds down the struggling woman and muffles her
screams, while another slices her leg.
Further autopsies of other passengers probably will
not be made. Clinton ordered the cremation of ALL
VICTIMS-it’s
hard to perform autopsies on ASHES.
NICK: All this, of course, cries for an explanation

of why anyone would be so eager to kill Ron Brown that
they wonld take 34 innocent Americans along with him.
I will address this in a moment. But Jrst let me
describe the current state of thinking on the cause of
the crash.
CONFUSION
COVER-UP2

OR

Ever since the crash, most reporters and offtcials
have refused to even consider the possibility of foul
play. Some of them are merely following orders. But
most have instinctively fled from the highly disturbing
possibility that Ron Brown was assassinated by people
close to his own President.
They are confronted with the brutal impossibility
of two experienced pilots following a VOR beam into a
mountain 1.6 miles off course. So they all shrug their
shoulders in bewilderment. (H: Oh well...! ] None of
their theories have come even close to explaining how
a beacon that is accurate to within two feet at the
landing point could lead the plane so far astray. But
they have tried:
* The Air Force’s official explanation is that the
pilots set the compass on the airplane 10 degrees off
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had to be the Cilipi beacon, which was broadcast to
cause the plane to fly IO degrees too far north AFTER
PASSING THE FIRST BEACON PERFECTLY ON
COURSE.

AND EVEN WORSE.,,
Could the problem have been that technician Niko
Jerkuic had let his equipment become rundown? No.
Thousands of landings had taken place while his equipment was running. Some, just minutes before IFOR- 1.
To transmit a VOR beacon that’s ten degrees off, has
got to be done intentionally.

Yes, that VOR beacon is old and antiquated. But
the fact is, millions of flights land successfully all
around the U.S. every year, using the same old, antiquated equipment. A magnetic compass is old and
antiquated. Columbus sailed to the new world with
one. But to this day, every ship and plane in the world
uses the same old, antiquated magnetic compass. They
use them because they work. [H: What do you think

happens at all the towers and to all the electric
compass systems used today? Let me remind you of
the CHAOS caused by one outage of seven states
power shutdown as in day before yesterday’s demonstration. It takes a few minutes to kick on supplemental power and often, in the cases of electromagnetic failure causes-there
is no ability to kick
on the supplemental power systems!!! Ah, but the
media doesn’t tell you that, do they? They just
report a little Western United States power failure
(all at once) as a run-of-the-mill happening wherein
advance. (H: Good old careful Hiiliary, Hillary, the only inconvenience mentioned are street lights,
Hillary, Billiary, Bullery, etc., however you want to traffic irritation and the stations going off the air.]
Obviously, this explanation could do double duty,
spell it seems appropriate for your First Lady.]
* Lightning or other troubles causing the pilots to by aiding the suicide theory. In this scenario, Jerk&

lose track ofthe beam? No, they were both drilled in the simply felt so bad about his shoddy work that he shot
standard procedure for Cilipi: if you lose the beam or himself. Unfortunately for the theory, you can’t just
miss the airport, YOU IMMEDIATELY VEER TO accidentally bump a knob and make the whole VOR
THE RIGHT AND UP to make sure you AVOID apparatus line up planes with Sveti Ivan. It takes a
SVETI IVAN. Indisputably, the pilots thought they sustained effort, from an EXPERT TECHNICIAN.
were following the beacon. Otherwise, they would have
Plus, the same beacon had guided other planes
executed the standard right turn within seconds. Plus, safely onto the runway, just BEFORE IFOR-21. So
their landing gear was locked “down-. They expected Jerkuic had to have made his adjustment at the last
to land at any moment.
moment.
In sum, none of the “official” explanations to date
Alternative scenario: It is very possible-and a bit
hold any water. And all of them ignore the glaring fact more simple--that Jerkuic simply shut his beacon down,
that IFOR- did not simply stray off path at the last At the same moment, a decoy beacon would have been
moment. By all accounts, she went straight as an arrow turned on by a fellow operative sitting on Sveti Ivan. A
to her doom, the moment she left the Kolocep Island decoy beacon easily FITS IN A JEEP. This is an old,
beacon and picked up the Cilipi beacon. The problem old trick.
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The question arises: could not the whole issue be readers.
That’s right, the UNITED NATIONS.] in the Santa Barbara S&L, Financial mess which
resolved bv a auick review of the tanes at the control There would only be a quick token legal investigation, stole money and property as if it were a wholesale
tower? They probably could-IF TkE TAPES HAD deagned to enable a committee to blame the pilots and give-away-and got Ekkers’, as well, in the flow.]
NOT SUDDENLY DISAPPEARED.
some Air Force brass, and go home. [H: Wouldn’t you
In case you missed the piecemeal accounts in the
think that at least one or two of the corporations papers, here is an extremely condensed summary of 11
[END OF QUOTING]
sewed by THE OTHERPASSENGERS would object of Brown’s woes. As I’ll show below, many of them
to such a wipeout of their executives?]
were shortly going to become Bill Clinton ‘s woes:
We need a break and we are only half through this
At this time, it’s an open question whether the
1. How did North Viet Nam recently get the U.S. to
writing so, please, when we return to the keyboard, we black boxes will play a role. Within hours after the drop its trade embargo against them so suddenly? Easy.
will simply continue on this same Lrprogram”. Thank crash, the Croatian Ministry of Transport announced As a leading Vietnamese businessman and official
you.
they had the black boxes. One and a half days after the revealed to the press, the Communist government paid
crash, Croatian TV (plus Russian and French TV) BROWN BLACK EAGLE $700,000 to do it. The
714196 #2 HATONN
announced the FDR (flight data recorder) AND the money went into a Y3ingapore” bank account, the
CVR (cockpit voice recorder) were safely in the hands embargo fell, and Clinton squashed a feeble FBI
Let us return to the second part of the discussion of of the U.S. Marines. They said that soon, “The cause of attempt to investigate. He and Brown also neutralized
Ron Brown.
the crash will be assessed to find out what happened.” a federal grand jury probe later.
HOW MANY OF YOU REALIZE THAT RON The U.S. European command in Stuttgart, Germany,
2. Brown sold plane seats on other trade trips
BROWN, LIKE EVERYBODY ELSE UNDER also stated that a black box was aboard.
besides the one to Bosnia-Croatia. Companies making
WRAPS-HAD A CODE NAME? GUESS WHAT HIS
Later, the Pentagon brass stoutly denied all this. big contributions to the Democratic Party or the Clinton
WAS? WELL, LET US TRY “BLACK EAGLE”. Am They said there were NO black boxes aboard. [H: Victory Fund could buy access and tax break or regulaI right so far, gentlemen of the Intelligence branches Doesn’t anyone reading this atrocity of lies have any tory favors.
and twigs? Perhaps it is much like the Dairy Mad Cow brains? No recorders on the second most IMPOR3. The l-23-95 U.S. News & World Report broke
situation-the cows ARE MAD and have DIS-EASE in TANT plane in the world?] Thev claimed the actual the news that Brown had bought a $360,000 townhouse
the Jersey and Guernsey Islands over such as the recovered boxes were designed to hold soda DOD and for his girlfriend, Lillian Madsen, a prominent politiWoodbridge accounts? It may well get a lot worse, this toilet oauer. (In fact, the black boxes are painted bright cal player and whorehouse madam from Haiti.
madness, as things unfold. Spongy-brain is hard to ORANGE, so investigators can more easily find and
4. Brown used to receive $12,500 a month as the
eradicate once it infects the people and they find out identify them. The Croats, who feel they can tell a reel P.R agent for Baby Dot Duvalier, the much-loathed
what has been going on for these past years.
of tape from a roll of toilet paper, are keeping mum.) dictator of Haiti. Brown received this money for nearly
We left off the scenario about Black Eagle’s nestIt is hard to imagine that America’s #2 VIP plane five years, while he was a member of the Democratic
pooping last flight with, “Could not the whole issue be had no black box. And a veteran Air Force mechanic, National Committee. Brown also managed Baby Dot’s
resolved by a quick review of the tapes at the control who claims to have worked on just about every T-43A $50 million investment fund, most or all of which is
tower?” -But they disappeared in plain sight...!
in the USAF, tells me he never saw one WITHOUT a now in Viet Nam firms.
5. Brown was a key board member of Chemfix, a
recorder box.
[QUOTING:]
Louisiana “waste management” corporation that landed
WHY WOULD
ANYONE
WANT TO
a $210 million contract with New York City in 1990,
MURDER
RON BROWN7
with Brown’s help. That was despite the fact that
And couldn’t the air traffic controller shed some
light on things? Certainly. But NOW he too, has
Chemfix had two other contracts with other munici“committed suicide”-which,
by the way, is a rare
By all accounts, Ron Brown was a charming fellow palities cancelled because of its inability to perform.
event for such a cause in Croatian culture.
who worked very hard and effectively to promote U.S. Brown got company stock at 24% of market value,
I repeat: No official anywhere is facing these facts. business. Why, then, would anyone want to kill him? making him millions. New York Mayor David Dinkins
As a result, their “explanations” are laced with words And who would have the resources to do it by bringing got to host the Democratic Convention. A typical Ron
Brown win/win deal
like “mysterious mand “unknown” and “inexplicably” down the #2 airplane in the White House fleet?
6. Brown founded Capital/Pebsco, which-fresh
and “unfortunate”.
The answer, in brief, is that Ron Brown was going
to prison-no ifs, and’s or but’s about it. Also Bill out of the box-got a contract with Washington D.C.
Clinton’s presidency was surely GOING DOWN WITH Mayor Marion Barry to handle the city’s pension funds.
AIR FORCE
INVESTIGATION
KILLED
Not a bad start for a new company with no investing
(FOR THE 1ST TIME IN HISTORY)
HIM. And the President could not allow that.
To anyone who has followed the story closely, this experience.
7. In a deal that has left CIA people livid, Brown
The chief investigator for Pratt & Whitney hap- conclusion is inescapable. Brown was up to his neck in
pened to be at the Paris Air Show on April 3. Pratt & numerous major scandals: Whitewater, the Denver okayed the sale of a new U.S. gas turbine engine to
Whitney always sends an investigator when a plane airport mess, Mena, the Keating Five, Lillian Madsen China. China will use the engines in its cruise missiles.
powered by their engines has a mishap. So the man and her Haitian prostitutes, etc. Small wonder that 22 McDonnell Douglas developed the turbine as a military
called his boss in America, and said in effect, “We just gongvessmen wrote Clinton in Februarv 1995. de- engine. But Brown arbitrarily reclassified it as “Civilian”. That let China build a fleet of missiles, using U.S.
had a crash in Croatia. I think I’d better get down mandinr he fire Brown.
At the time of his murder, Brown was under inves- engines and technology, which they can point at (who
there.” The response was “Go pack.”
else?) the U.S.
But as the investigator was packing at his hotel, his tigation by:
8. Brown irked Congress and most of Europe by
boss called back. “DON’T go,” he told the astonished * a special prosecutor in the Justice Department;
acting as point man for Clinton to bring Iranian influemployee. YThere’s not going to be a safety investi- l the FDIC;
ence and weapons into the Bosnian War. That broke
l the Congressional Reform and oversight Committee;
gation.*
For the first time in history, the Air Force had * and even his own Commerce Department Inspector the U.S.-endorsed arms embargo. The money for the
arms most likely came from Commerce and Agriculcanceled the safety investigation of a crash on friendly General.
(H: This ‘Black Eagle” was even playing around ture, slush fund money channeled to U.S. manufactursoil. (H: But remember who runs the Air Force,
ers; from there to U.S.-friendly nations and firms overseas; and from there to Iran.
FRANK & ERNEST
The arms included helicopter gunships, big artillery, stinger missiles, land mines, anti-aircraft guns,
anti-tank weapons, grenade launchers, and other quality weapons. Most of the arms will stay on the European scene for decades to come, keeping the area
destabilized. As one leading munitions dealer put it:
“Iran/Contra was slingshots and cap guns cornpared to the quantities and size of arms given the
Croatian Serbs.”
That is why the Croatian Muslims enthusiastically
hosted Brown’s planeload of executives. They felt
gratitude for the free arms, as well as a desire to do
deals.
9. Brown was the partner of a Democratic fundraiser named Nolanda Hill. Hill paid Brown $500,000
for his 50% interest in First international, Inc., a
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company that never made any profits. Most glaringly,
Brown never invested a cent in First International.
First International owned Corridor Broadcasting,
which had defaulted on massive government loans of
$40 million. The loans were passed on to the FDIC,
which was unsuccessful in collecting anything from
Hill. Yet at the same time, First International was
making large contributions to the Democratic Party,
and paying hundreds of thousands of dollars to Brown,
through shell corporations.
These payments to Brown-three checks for $45,000
each-were the core of Representative Clinger’s evidence that forced Janet Reno to hire Daniel Pearson as
special investigator of Brown’s crimes. They were
cashier’s checks, all cut the same day in 1993, with
sequential numbers. Yet, supposedly the money came
from three contributors, acting independently. Brown
never disclosed or paid any taxes on these amounts.
10. By personally delivering a warning letter signed
by Clinton, Brown was able to force a bargain deal with
the Saudis for $6 billion in American military aircraft
and hardware. To get the planes, the Saudis also had to
accept a fat $4 billion phone contract with AT&T:
otherwise, they would get no aircraft. [H: Nice “pull”!]
Also part of the deal: AT&T had a multi-million
dollar side agreement with Brown’s First International,
which was hired as a “consultant” (see above). And the
Democratic National Committee and the Clinton campaign fund were beneficiaries.
This is how big business is done in Clinton’s
America.
11. The last nail in Brown’s coffin was pounded in
four days before his crash. FBI and IRS agents subpoenaed as many as 20 witnesses for a serious new grand
jury probe of Brown in Washington. It seems that an
Oklahoma gas company called Dynamic Energy Resources gave Brown’s son Michael S500,OOOin stock,
a S160,OOOcash payment, and exclusive country club
memberships. Former Dynamic president Stewart Price
told a Tulsa grand jury that the money was to be routed
to Ron Brown, who was expected to “fix” a big lawsuit
for Dynamic.
There is little chance you heard about this deathknell, grand jury case. Radio station KTOK in Oklahoma reported it on March 28, 1996; the Washington
Times made it a front-page story onMarch 29. But then
a lock was put on the story. The AP and New York
Times wire services blocked any further release of the
information. Welcome to the new world order.
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The 2-S-96 Washington Post reported Brown had
retained top legal gun Reid Weingarten, a former high
official in the Justice Department, as his criminal
attorney. You don’t pay his price ($750 an hour) unless
you know a criminal indictment is coming, and you’re
probably going to jail.
Janet Reno appointed Daniel Pearson as Brown’s
special prosecutor earlier this year. She gave him
blanket permission to investigate anything. That’s
when Brown angrily demanded that Clinton force her
to withdraw Pearson. But Reno couldn’t do that. She
had been backed into a corner by Rep. William F.
Clinger, Jr., chairman of the House Government Reform and Oversight Committee. Clinger had copies of
Brown’s First International checks, plus other incriminating documents.
When Clinton said he couldn’t comply, Brown
went ballistic. His fatal mistake-according to Brown
confidants who requested anonymity-was
telling
Clinton he wasn’t going to take the rap. He wasn’t
going to let his wife and son take.the rap, either. (Both
had received hundreds of thousands of dollars in underthe-table payments themselves.) He was going to finger Bill and Hillary instead. That would have sunk
Bill’s reelection campaign on the spot.
DEAD

MAN

WALKING

From that point on, Brown WAS DEAD. Like
Vince Foster before him, he knew too much. He knew
where all the money went for the payoffs, bribes, scams,
money laundering, cover-ups, participation fees, hush
money and side deals-all the way from one-man operations to vast multinational trade treaty fixes.
The phony suicide fakeout used on Foster could not
be repeated, of course. But an airplane crash is always
viewed as an accident. So agents were sent-not
directly by Clinton, but through a White House stafferto a standing network of high-level killers, sometimes
called the “Octopus”. If the frequently stormy weather
at Cilipi had not cooperated, there would always be
another trip-somewhere, somehow-and soon.
If the preceding data were widely known, America
would realize BILL CLINT0.N IS BY FAR THE MOST
DANGEROUS MAN EVER TO LIVE IN THE WHITE
HOUSE. [H: Well, that may be stretching it just a bit
because there are some who are STILL DANGEROUS
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EVEN AFTER BEING OUT OF THE WHITE
HOUSE!] Clinton’s complex personality certainly has

a genial side. But a clear overall picture of this man
must include the brutal nature of the hit team that
carries out his muttered wishes, and looks after his
political fortunes. [H: He then cries great big croc
tears and hugs the victim’s loved ones on international TV and gets away one more time. But you
can see his operations techniques-as
he hands out
medals, ribbons, honors and those hugs to the Fatherless children and hands a flag (of shame) to the
wives and mothers.]

This is not simply the rag-tag “Arkansas Mafia”
that followed Clinton to Washington. It is a small but
extremely well-organized networkof pro-establishment
heavy hitters and their ground-level operatives. With
a few changes of face, they have been on the scene since
the 1970s. They are a diverse band of high-level thugs
who are the muscle squad of the establishment.
If you are a member of Congress, I urge you to
assign your most trusted staff members to investigate
these crimes. Start with a conversation with Daniel
Pearson. He is still willing to share his information.
[END OF QUOTING]
I dislike having to leave this story at this point but
time constraints are limiting. I can only assure you that
Bill Clinton’s crimes are important to you. Moreover-WHO PULLS BILL CLINTON’S STRINGS7 Ah,
and that is another story for another day. If you get the
picture you will be not only spellbound but the story
puts together all the little pieces you might well have
found missing.
Please, remember that in every great crisis there
are also great opportunities of all kinds. Those who
position themselves in carefully laid places do not have
to suffer great losses and often some find themselves
gaining extraordinarily from the circumstances. The
key is, as always, in KNOWLEDGE in anticipation of
what the future may hold-and having the courage to
put that knowledge to work FOR YOU.
No person is SAFE if the TRUE STORY is told as
the TRUE STORY it is-so you have to realize that in
these days of press foolishness, you will have to look for
the books, often of fiction character, which are buried.
We will leave this writing on this note and perhaps
we can continue on as time permits. That luxury is,
however, not this day. Thank you.

CONTACTiThePhoenixProje
CONTACT is a unique and inspired newspaper for concerned citizens
everywhere, though it particularly focuses on the United States because of
this country’s special mission in the affairs of the world. That is, “As goes
the United States, M)goes the world.”
CONTACT is a vehicle for Commander Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn’s most
recent writings on important current affairs, plus those from other enLight-ening sources, on matters critical to a responsible and informed
public at this time of planetary transition and final days of battle between
the Forces of Light and the “Evil Empire” forces of darkness.
CONTACT exists to counteract the manipulating lies and clever halftruths put out (on purpose) by the regular print and broadcast media
prostitutes of the Satanic Elite controllers-parasites
who are in the
process of economically, physically, and spiritually collapsing this once
great country (and actually the entire planet) down to a slave-state level of
existence under their diabolical control plan called The New World Order.
This newspaper, CONTACT, began life on March 30, 1993, risen, like
the mythical bird, with great determination “up from the ashes” of its
internationally acclaimed predecessor called THE PHOENIXLIBERATOR.

THE PHOENIX LZBERA TOR, in turn, began life in mid-Oct&er of 1991, having
evolved from an earlier newsletter called the PHOEhrlX JOURNAL EXPRESS,
which itself came into existence as a faster way to get THE TRUTH out to you
readers than was possible with the more substantial -b00k” format of the PHEONIX
JOURNALS.
Much incredible ground has been cwered so far in that mission.
While the PHOENIX LfBERA TOR ‘s motto reminded all that “The T~th Will
Set You Free”. the CONTACT’s motto, displayed prominently in the masthead,
takes that thought another important step forward and proclaims: “Ye Shall
Know

The Truth And The Truth Shall Make You Mad!”

The “Phoenix Project” is about those preparations needed-at body, mind and
soul levels-to both understand and survive the great healing changes which are
beginning to energize this beautiful little planet, now so frazzled and tortured from
abuses of all kinds. We look forward, with great expectations, to the CONTACfing
with all of you-a coming together that is rapidly taking place as the entire Phoenix
Project “ground crew” continues to connect, solidify, and gain strength through
becoming informed of THE TRUTH. Indeed, welcome aboard, friends1
-Dr.

Edwin

M. Young

Editor-In-Chief, CONTACT
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thistled trail without your love, your cards, your
rememberances and your help. Everywhere I look
about my place are the reminders-from a handkerchief to a baby sparrow brought to be nurtured. I have
baskets of love overflowing with your messages of “just
one more step” and “we can do it”-and so we shall. I
placed my hand in the hand “of the man--and I find
that even when I let go-HE DOESN’T.
I am going to spend this morning transcribing
Grandma’s taped visit of yesterday and I tremble a bit
for her-but her teacher and guide is the same as MINE
and, therefore, she too will be fine. Her life seems ever
so much more exciting than does mine-but I have been
blessed with wondrous adventures and incredible experiences as we have all passed this way-and moreover,
we CAN live to see the deliverance if we hold to God to
allow us protection of our thoughts-for now the Satanic walking devils have the ability to electrocute our
Perhaps I too am blind-but in my blindness I found brains (literally) and totally control us through our
TRUTH for I turned to greater eyes than mine, greater MINDS-and SOULS. There is only ONE LIGHT
ears with which to hear from within-and a greater greater than these things of puppet strings-and that IS
mind to guide my steps and actions. Indeed, you who GOD-“they” CANNOT override GOD. Therefore WE
wait for me to share-WE SHALL WIN THE DAY! must attend our attachments in every moment of every
And, those impatient legal leeches-shall fall to the hour-and, yes, be objective about what appears to be
wayside. The pain comes in that they are taking that uncertain-for with God-all is CERTAIN. Thank you
very thing for which the claimants petition from us, for allowing me a minute to write for I must first be
while their assets sit being eaten away by the ones objective about myself. d.j.e.
manipulating their every intent. I have compassion for
This noting of my initials reminds me of another
God Himself, for it must be terrible to try and make D.J.E. from Nevada who used to share Nostradamus
mankind hear, see, and understand. We cling to our with us, for Commander said she was given the gift of
tiny shards of focus and dwell in the places of dark knowing the meanings of those quatrains. Moreover,
actions and desires-and those things rule the day, the she gave some personal writings for George Green and
night and the vision.
Col. James “Bo” Gritz which have borne TRUTH BEAnd then, out of that darkness comes a voice which YOND MY ABILITY TO HAVE RECOGNIZED-AS
belongs to one who has awakened out of the pain and IT HAS COME TO BE EXACTLY AS IT WAS PROmisery of his/her own passage-and the answers flow JECTED THAT IT WOULD BE. But guess what, she
like water from a broken dam as the remembering kicks had touched the “aliens” and developed cancers from
in and the contributions art made to show us the way. the radiations-not of the aliens, but THAT WAS THE
God waits, and heals, and then gently guides us back to COST of being there at the wrong time, simply doing
our tasks. It is the renewal that comes from that her job in a hospital. If she is strong enough to again
wondrous guidance that softens our tattered hearts share with us-NOW IS THE TIME for understanding
when KNOWING kicks in-and doubts are kicked out. is all we have to offer-and a forum for the unfolding.
Each week the paper begins its own week with
Hatonn has asked that I simply take a tape from
“Grandma” and let us help Rick get some of the hours NOTHING [in the bank account] with which to produce
of interviews onto discs. We have no elaborate scan- the mailings-but somehow enough of you offer help to
ners, voice readers-nothing to talte.away the tap, tap allow “one more-. Always we here do not see “how” but
of the fingers on the keys-for we “have not yet ar- just keep right on writing-and somehow, once more,
rived” to be able to afford such luxuries. BUT READ- a paper goes forth. Thank you, for none of US HERE
ERS, WE HAVE REACHED, NOT JUST GOD-WE are “paper” people nor have ever even wanted to btHAVE REACHED THE HIGHEST ENEMIES OF OUR WCare all just doing what YOU would do-the best we
LANDS AND AS THEY COME TO OUR TABLE TO can while asking your patience with our lack of any
DISCUSS OUR JOURNEY-WE HAVE WHATEVER semblance of knowing what to do. Dr. Young, for
IS NECESSARY TO STAND FORTH WITHOUT goodness sakes. is a Physicist and Engineer, Rick a
TAINT OF “RELIGIONS”, “POLITICS” OR “SHAM Psychologist, Brent a MUSICIAN and composer-and
PRETENSE”-AND IT IS WONDERFUL. Indeed, I Claudia? Well, Claudia just does the rest-around the
can see the WAY-I can “finally” see the way for man clock. Everybody just pitches in and does what has to
CAN change and many will change because it is righ- be done-realizing that one day it shall be “right” and
teous-but more will change because it is better than that “knowing” is quite enough.
Do we have our own public and/or silent terrors?
the alternatives, and some will change because THEY
HAVE TO TO STAY ALIVE IN THIS WORLD OF Oh my, yes. And we just passed one of them-some
EVIL-THEN IT WILL BEUP TO EACH INDIVIDUAL special friends made it possible to order THE &AgT
TO BRING THE TIDE ABOUT AND KEEP WHAT WE LOAD OF SPELT GRAIN IN THE WESTERN HEMISPHERE. We, friends, are in for a very bad time ahead
SHALL HAVE GAINED.
As we talk with ones who have SERVED within the as the Elite have all but wiped out our growing capabiiiranks of the controlled servants of the Elite-I marvel ties. It is truly frightening beyond anything I have
that any could find their way and again struggle for come to realize. Commander has pointed out that both
Truth. More have changed than have been LOST-and food and money are only important to the extent yaw
in that realization, it is obvious we can accomplish a don’t have tkerrc. And yet, without money we can’t
turn-about and, slowly and patiently, with constant have the other. Perhaps the “rapid ascension” of an
vigilance, regain and accomplish that which made this atomic blast will seem better than the slow death of the
nation GREAT-ONE NATION UNDER GOD, INDI- other choices and I think that is what John must have
VISIBLE, WITH FREEDOM AND JUSTICE FOR ALL. meant in Revelation as people prayed to have the
And I also am given to understand that those who mountains fall upon them. Indeed, I have found Truth
choose otherwise can quite frankly, with my permis- in Little Crow’s wisdom: u. ..to serve Truth only gives
sion, go to Hell where they already dwell. I know Truth you restless nights of sleeplessness-and days of heavy
and I do not need their “definitions” for God’s are quite hearts...” But at the same time, as Ormond McGill
COMES JOY
sufficient to my needs. And to you who patiently share, shares with us privately-THERE
pray, and dwell in your hearts with us-l am on my WITHIN THE HEART. THIS IS NOT “HAPPINESS”
knees to you for there is no way we could walk this AS SUCH-IT IS JOY. AND, THIS MOMENT IN
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DETACHMENT

In detachment lies the wisdom of uncertainty, in the wisdom of uncertainty
lies the freedom from our past, from the
known, which is theprison ofpast conditioning.
And in our willingness to step into the
unknown, the field of all possibilities,
we surrender ourselves to the creative
mind that orchestrates the dance of the
universe.
Deepak Chopra
Doris Ekker: I asked for help this morning as I sat
to this keyboard and the above message is what Commander offered. I thought, again, that I could not go
on. I had the pain in my heart of one I thought a friend,
in deposition, call me “ignorant” and fragmented, and
E. J., a “bastard moral pervert”. Why? Because we try
our very best to protect that which belongs to ALL
while the two or three try to gather that which is
another’s. I cried out to God-and said, “Why must I give
it all-how can thisbe?” And He answered me softly“No child, ‘I’ gave YOU all-so that this, in My name,
shall come to be. We shall win the day and all the
enemy shall have won is the darkness of their own
hearts.”
I saw an amusing thing or two from the deposition
in point-especially
as Mr. Horn was “called” for
calling this very witness a “bastard” earlier, on the
phone. This amusement came after the witness had
explained his definition of many things, i.e. “bastard”,
“ignorant” and so on.
“Who will stand with me in tNth7” I pleaded. And
God said unto me: “I &all stund with iheel Any more
silly ~~estionr?~ And continued, “We have work to be
done, let us get at it please.”

So, I shall try this day to be objective and look in
upon this lift I have chosen-but I shall ALWAYS
REMEMBER! I will always know in my heart the scars
and the healing of this walk through HELL. I have
nothing longer on this Earth to lose-l lost all THOSE
things, and those who have loved and shared and
walked with me-are not of this Earth-and I have
gained IT ALL. I need NOT my enemy’s blessings-for
within I have found my passage and if my commission
is to accomplish this task laid forth then this task is
what I shall accomplish.
Can a handful of dollars sitting secure be worth the
misdirection and grief of the Benedict Arnolds of this
world? Yes. I suooose. if their leaders be BLIND.
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TIME-I FIND JOY WITHIN MY OWN. I look forward to the day I shall look in the eyes of God our Father
and He shall say to me, “You have done well, come with
me for you have earned your passage.” And THAT is
the BEGINNING of my REAL journey1 But, I must
practice my ability to CREATE-here, with what is
available-as do YOU. Maybe we can, together, Create
something worthy of the gift and the allowance of our
journey.
I think this week’s best lesson is reflected in the
truth: “The loss of a beloved, deserving friend is the
hardest trial ofphilosophy. ” I realize that this week I
had to confront the FACT that I had lost a beloved and
trusted friend and yet I found that I was not the one in
“ignorance” nor E.J. the “perverted bastard”. Why
does not truth ease the sadness? I have not yet found
THAT answer. I suppose it must be our “testing” to see
if the hounds V;om Hell] can cause us to break our
bonds with “right”ness. Well, once more-it did not
happen so perhaps we gained a bit in our lessons and
this time we don’t even slow up to nurse our wounds. In
fact, I find, actually-there didn’t come any left-over
wounds from this encounter-so readers, from the experiences we learn to heal and move on without even
slowing down except to get the barriers out of our
roadway. AI-IO! AND THANK YOU, BROTHER
CROW!

from the news media by Ambassador Lynn Schively
who blocked every effort of INTERPOL to get the
assistance of the U.S. Treasury involved with this over
$200 plus BILLION in Certificates of Deposit which
came from the failed S&L mess.
BM: You were talking about Republic National
Bank in Texas, weren’t you’?
G: Yes, this is all tied-in. The key to all of this
would be the Bush, Baker, Bentsen, North, Herrman,
(yes, Russell was involved in this also and I’m not
going to pull any punches about it), and also, Greenspan,
the Depository Trust Co. and the CIA. This was out of
the Houston-based [Dallas-based?] Federal Reserve,
which was caused to activate the Houston-based Republic National Bank of Texas which was the Contra-arms
which was then transferred into the New York Republic
National Bank.. Rick, you’ve got those account numbers and the whole bit; I FAXed it to you.
RM: Yes I do.
G: This all goes right in to the Cow Islands (Jersey,
Guernsey, etc.). Then of course, all this is keyed in to
the article you offered on the Liechtenstein accounts
that were held by Nugan-Hand. Then, you also have the
Continental Bank of Illinois... Continental Bank of
Illinois and First National of Illinois also fell, at which
time, when they fell, they were taken over by another
group who affirmed their identity and that was the
Magna-Carta Bank. In other words, the “Magna”
Banks. The Magna Banks are still after the same old
scam. They have bank officers in there authorizing
loans which has created one of the largest HUD scams
in history. All they do is change the names .of the
parties. One case had twenty-three loans. They just
switch around the names... say, if it was John and Jane
Doe and Bill and Jane Gorman on one, they would just
change it to Bill, Jane Gorman and Jim and Jane Doe on
the next one, and then, say, Jane and Jim Doe, etc. They
just keep switching it around. There is DEEP fraud in
there and it goes all the way into HUD, to which Jack
Kemp was made aware, as was Metzenbaum back in
1991 and ‘92. They still slid right over it and never did
a thing about it. The documents are available.
BM: What about the Soti Bank of Mexico7
G: That is “Sofina” Bank. That’s also a prime
laundering bank. See, here is how they’d do this: They
launder through what is called the “Banco” systems.
The Banco systems are charter members to the Standard Charter Banks. You know what those are, don’t
you?
RM: No.
G: There are a hundred twenty-five Standard
Charter .Banks. And how many charter members are
there to the International Monetary Fund (IMF)? A
hundred and twenty-five.
BM: So then, what does Brownsville, Texas have
to do with anything?
C: It is a prime money laundering area with Sofina
Bank that launders the money out from the Banco de
Mexico.
BM: Then does this tie into the other thing we are
talking about-is it all related?
G: It ties right directly into the Banco de Espanole
which is the Bank of Spain, the Banco de Paris which
is the Bank of France. It ties right into all of themthey get into what is called “the loop”. That loop is like
a figure “8” that lays horizontally and just keeps on
going and going and.... This is how the laundering
routes are established. They run the funds right straight
through because everything has to go through SWIFTWIRE. Everything on this continent has to run through
the Federal Reserve. So, in other words, it runs through
:OOl-which is the White House. That is the code
number. It is a code number :OOl. It is called :OOl.
And :OOl then hits :002 which is the Federal Reserve.
Number :OOl is the White House and Treasury. Number :002 is the Federal Reserve.
They then hit the “loop” and they start activating
with their SWIFT-WIRES, all their corrupt little money
transactions, and it is never picked up by outsiders. But
.*

***
TAPE TRANSCRIPTION;
GRAMDMA
HERRMAN
DATE: JULY 5, 1996. Speaking to Rick Martin.
BM = Rick Martin
G= uGrandma” Herrman
(Any reference to Russell is Grandma’s recently
deceased husband. He lived a far more interesting life
than any of us have yet found revealed-but Grandma
is beginning to realize the involvement with the “Creep
Society” headed by the Skull and Bones Society. Well,
we just don’t mind them helping us-do we? Thank
you, Russell, and thank you, Grandma.)
G: Hey,youkidsareontothislikeahenonaJuneBug.
RM: . ..what is “this”? We have done a whole other
newspaper since the one you have.. .
G: Oh no, I have the one from the 2nd of July.
RM: Well, we are working and are almost through
with the next one. So, there is a lot of water that has run
under these bridges by the time you get your paper.
,G: Ok. But you’re on it... And also, there are
account numbers available.
BM: Are you’talking about Nugan-Hand or what?
G: I am talking about accounthumbers that will tit
with these Banks that you speak of here in tht Drug and
Scam money-laundering within the dirty side of “highfinance”.
BM: OK, keep talking...
G: Now then, you also have documentation on
MERKAV International Banking Ltd., where they were
marketing S200-$260 BILLION dollars in Certificates
of Deposit in Europe-after the S&L failures.
This was by Marion Aiken who was the President
and CEO of that corporation. This was a Govt. Black
Project which operated in between governments and
utilized banks in the European communities to mop and
launder as well as underwrite these dirty Black Government Projects. He got thrown into prison and all of his
materials were confiscated, in August of 1988 or 89 (I
forget the exact date on that), but he was involved with
Deleheay(sp?), Brown, and quite a few well-known
agencies with names with which we are all familiar.
He was put into prison in Copenhagen, Denmark.
The arresting agency was INTERPOL, the arresting
officer heading up INTERPOL was Arnie Gamelsgard.
He can be located in prison and this can be confirmed
through the Copenhagen offices at 0 1145363 1448. Fax
number is 0114533912640, Ext. 2421. All of this can
be confirmed and it was kept out of the U.S. and away
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there is only one case that can be picked up. You could
put a computer “stop” on :OOl and :002 and $05 and
:007. :005 is Chicago Regional and that will take in all
the Magnas. And it will take in all of your Chicago
Regional corruption, i.e. little Mafia garbage. And
then you have the :007 which is your Houston-based
Federal Reserve. You can attach it all right there in
:OOl, :002, :005 and :007, which are the key areas
within the loop.
All of these are Federal Reserve SWIFT-WIRES.
Those are the code numbers. You also haye t& Coutinental Bank and all those Banks which were picked up
by the Magna Group. The Magna Group is still doing
the same thing that they were doing-only they are
doing it under a different name. The players are the
same.
All of this is part of the investigation Russell was
working on and, yes, it is a Black Project to take over
those damned fools who are operating the corporute
United S&&es. They believe that they are smarter than
the Mafia-but, no, they ARE NOT. Because, see, the
thing of it is... and I don’t know whether you know this
or not... but, no Catholic can belong to Masons.
Neither can any Black belong to the Masons.
If they do so they are labeled what is called “clandestine” Masons.
So what happened is that “they” brought the<Clandestine Masonry” in through assimilation. They accessed the “pure” Masonry. Now they have caused a
breakdown within those circles. This whole thing just
goes far DEEPER than you can ever realize but there
are account numbers available. You are going to find
that the NUGAN-HAND BANK was tied right in to the
Liechtenstein Bank, then the Liechtenstein Bank was
opened up specifically to accommodate the ClAand the
Nugan-Hand.
You are then going to find that that 1ittleSofina
Bank down there in Brownsville, Texas is a KEY
BANK. That little key bank brings in European funds
and it tunnels them off into Banco de Mexico and
Mexico funnels them right back out-through Stfina
Bank. Therefore, Sofina Bank is a prime “drug” bank
and that is Salinas’ prime mopping/laundering money
bank.

BM:Youmightbeintemstedtoknow,Grandma,thatI
hadanintenriewlastnightwithFletcherPrany~l.Prouty.
Heisaveryilderestingman.
G:Yesheisandhewasafriend,oracquaintance,of
Russell 1’veheardRusselltalkabouthimandhowintelligent
heis. TheymightwellhavenotactuaUybeen“friends”as
such-butIdoknowthatRussellknewhim.
Remindsme:1wanttogiveyoualady’snumberaudask
you to call her. Her name is Dee Ferdinand Dee is the
daughterofAlCaroneandifyouwanttodiginthedirtofthe
CIA-call her. She is Al Carone’sdaughter and Al Carone
wasone of the CIA. Hewasthe liaisoninto the Matia in New
York. Sheisinvolvedbeumse%#‘kepttellingherthather
aherwasn’tinthellemioeandthathedidn’thaveanyrank
andallofasuddenyoufindaamvol~mess.
Youwillhavc
totalktoher. Youneed.Ridr,togctintothewholemeatof
thisthing. JusttellherthatMrs.Hemuanaskedyoutocall
her.
ItI& Hasshe spokenpubliclyaboutthese things prior to
now?
G: Yes, she was fighting Colby like you woukln’t
believe. She was what was causing Colby a lot of big
headaches.
RI% Vina, I’m going to have to sign off for now.
G: OK, but go get your Title 18 out and look at Policy
munberoneandpolicynumbertwo.Remmber-thePEOI$E
aretheGGVERNMENTANDTHATTHEGG~
MUSTADHERETO THE LAWSOF THE PEOPLE. They
ca.n’tjustgopiddl~f~aroundmakingnewlawsasthey
goalong. Readitandbeimpress&
NowRick,knowthatthereareaccountmunbersavailable. ItmighttakemeacountryyeartolocatethembutIthink
I probablycan locate them.
RM: Well, I’ll try to get back to you this afternoon.
G: Bye:
&
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confirm them and offer something to look at and read,
along with checking references.
RM: Do you by any chance know Gary Wean? He
is a Los Angeles detective and did quite a bit of research
on the JFK assassination. He wrote a book a number of
years back called A Fish In The Courthouse, about the
judicial corruption in Southern California.
FP: Oh yeah. But you know I didn’t really intend
to study the assassination except the subject on which
I was working, mostly in the Vietnam War period, and
it came chronologically so that I couldn’t avoid it.
Furthermore, I was right there working for the Chairman of The Joint Chiefs of Staff at the time and had
access to every darned thing going between the Pentagon and the White House. Therefore I was so verg close
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RM: Well, I think it is rather fortuitous, if that
might be a good word, that we meet on-the Fourth of
July.
FP: Yes, it’s a good day for it.
RM: Did you find anything of particular interest in
the issue of CONTACT I sent? Perhaps the Vincent
Foster material or anything in particular?
FP: I’ll tell you that I’m working on something that
involves me in some serious research and writing so I
went through it one evening just before going to bed.
Of course the title itself always attracts me, because it
was Meese who created the term “Iran-Contra”. There
wasn’t any “Iran-Contra”, he just created it to figure
out a way of making the people believe that the money
we were making in Iran was being used for something.
He figured the Contra was a good idea so he added it to
the title. It then more or less set the stage for that which
followed because a lot of it was very well staged by the
regime in power at that time.
You need to understand that the Contras, like many
rebel forces of the period, including the troopers who
landed on the beach in the Bay of Pigs, were always
supported 100 percent by the United States Government. They didn’t need anybody to buy their boots and
weapons, tents or all that kind of stuff because it was
provided; in fact, THAT was my job. I was in charge of
the provision of military aid to clandestine operations
of CIA. That was the job I held for nine years.
RM: That is certainly very interesting.
FP: Yes, so I do know the way things work.
FtM: Are you familiar with the name Al Martin?
FP: No I don’t remember him. Where was he?
RM: He was the one I interviewed on the subject we
ran on the Iran-Contra. He was the person who set up
some of the money-laundering side of things.
FP: Yes, laundering money was a big deal in those
days-and still is.
RM: Was that the first issue of CONTACT that you
have seen?
FP: I believe so, yes.
RM: I should tell you that it is a relatively small
subscription paper but it does go around the world. It’s
primarily about the U.S. We only have abut 1,300
subscribers, paid subscribers, but it seems to be the
kind of paper that people photocopy every week and
pass around as you wouldn’t believe. I am constantly
running into people, and hearing from people, not only
across the U.S. but from Canada, Australia and all
kinds of places, even South Africa. These people hear
about CONTACT and then contact us because they
know that we will put things into print that the traditional media won’t even touch or is afraid to put to
press. Therefore our readers, I would comment generally, are elderly, have experienced changes, and are
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to it whether or not I wanted to write about it. Therefore
I wrote just the facts as I saw them. I am not an
interpreter and I had never even looked at that Warren

Commission report or any of that information.
RM: Have you ever been asked to keep silent and
extremely well informed. They are well informed about not speak out? Has anyone approached you about your
clandestine operations because we have printed a lot on writing or speaking and told you to keep quiet?
FP: Oh, certain people have come up like that but
those topics within the past several years and we just
I’ll tell you the honest truth, most of my contemporaries
continue to find amazing things we didn’t know.
I did not prepare with a bunch of organized ques- very quietly come over and shake hands and say they
tions for you because I thought we could get involved in wish that they had done it. That includes some people
an open and frank dialogue. Basically we would want with some pretty big names so the others are the kinds
to discuss the United States, the status of the world in of people who are paid to come out and attack guys; oh
which we find ourselves, and to even use the “military- you know, the literary prostitutes who make a living
industrial” complex is such an old cliche now, as is the doing that sort of thing. I have been hit by almost every
New World Order, that 1hate to use them. However, we one of them so I’m used to that game.
RM: What do you think about Washington these
are moving so close to such a restrictive and intemational life-style that our once great country seems to be days? What is the status of, say, the CIA? Do you think
on the wane quite rapidly. So I thought we might it is just an out-of-control monster?
FP: The understanding of it is very much in error
basically talk about how you view the world of the
Intelligence Community in to&y’s society, if you feel today. For instance, Allen Dulles was a lawyer. He
it is fundamentally just an octopus out of hand or worked like a lawyer. I worked with him and did, in
whatever might be your thoughts on these topics. Let fact, work in his home with him so I knew him very
us talk without the concern about “sound bytes” be- personally because our work was so close in our agencause you can speak your mind freely and we will print cies that that was the only way we could manage it
sometimes. I know him quite well and respect him. As
it exactly as you offer it.
FP: Let me ask you a question before we begin. 1 a lawyer you work for someone. When he came into the
have written two books that you might call autobio- CIA he cancelled the administrative section of the
graphical on that subject. 1wonder if you’ve seen them. Agency as being unnecessary. When you are in Intelligence, the fact that you are walking down the street
RM: No, I haven’t.
FP: One of them was printed by Prentiss-Hall in and find a dollar, all of a sudden you have a dollar-but
1973, called The Secret Team. After it was started and when you send an agent somewhere and he stumbles
was going very well it all of a sudden just vanished. over something, they have then something they want to
There are, however, various people around the country do or something they want to know, and that is called
who are either still reprinting it or getting it from intelligence. They will plant intelligence. Well, as a
somewhere. One good source is Tom Davis Books (P.O. result, the role of the Agency becomes two things, that
Box 1107 in Aptos, California 95001-1107). I per- it is an intelligence agency is a Cover-story for some of
mitted him to put them together. That book has done the things it does which are clandestine. But it doesn’t
well; just like you’re talking about with the paper, it’s have the wherewithal for those things so the U.S.
been all over the world. When I see people with it it is Government, through a directive from the National
usually a worn out book and they are carrying it around Security Council, has set up a system that requires, not
just asks but requires, the military to support the clanwith them.
The other book is one that I did when I was working destine activities of the CIA. This right away means
with Oliver Stone on his film JFK. I didn’t intend to do that the CIA is simply the cover for the clandestine
it, it wasn’t even in book form at that time. I wrote activities supported by the military.
After all, the CIA didn’t have any pilots to fly such
nineteen articles, in sequence, for a small publication
in Santa Monica and what I was really doing was as the U-2-they wouldn’t have known what to do with
writing about the history of the Vietnam War from the the thing. So you see that people don’t understand the
inside view of how it was really done. Stone saw some role here. If you begin to understand its role, then it
of those articles and called the Editor, bought up all the will be found that some things it did do wrong and still
back copies and then he called me to work with him. does do wrong. There’s no question about that. But
With that start a publisher put the 19 articles together, many other times it clarifies things that should be
rewritten of course, and published a book under a rather clarified by the press, but the press likes the gume.
unusual title. The title explained the contents and They like to play with it.
R&I: Several days ago I did an extensive interview
because of the movie is called JFK, the CIA. Vietnam,
and the Plot to Assassinate John F. Kennedy. Too with Walter Bowert and I know that you know him
much title, almost, for the front cover. It has just come through the Freedom of Thought Foundation.
FP,: Is he the .fellow who wrote the book MIND
out in the past.month, in paperback. I have no idea how
it is doing but again, like CONTACT, it floats through CONTROL? Oh yes, 1 know him quite well although I
the crowd and you run into it in all kinds of places with haven’t seen him for a long time now but 1do know him
: very well from some years ago.
all kinds of people.
RM: We have done quite a bit of publication on the
The reason I bring it up here is that I think those
two books would answer almost any question you-might issues of MK-Ultra and Mqnarch Mind-Control $rohave to ask or, if we talk about the subjects here it would graniming and that kind of thing, and we pretty much
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printed Mark Phillips and Cathy O’Brien’s entire story.
I guess you might be very tiormui about that sort of thing?
FP: Well, that is a whole other area where under
Gottleib and Cameron and Jolly West at UCLA-those
fellow have some very deep CIA activity. That came
out of the MK-Ultra Program. That is a different side
of this story altogether. It’s a very active story and a

ton bridges into town and so the crops are rotting in the actually the basic problem. It is, and you probably
fields. That is only one example of the kinds of things know all this stuff, but it’s what such as Prince Charles
which concern me. Our country isdmply rottingfrom is involved in-the Universal Wildlife Fund and all
the inside while people talk about foreign countries that-which is one of the most murderous organizaand all kinds of esoteric problems.
These are, of tions ever put together.
course, important, but nowhere nearly as important.
IUU: Would you say more about that?
The next big thing after the energy c&s, then the
FP: I could talk on all night about it. I’ll tell you
banking crisis, and we are now in the beginning of a what-1 don’t know if you ever read it or not, because
food crisis that is going to be absolutely terrible.
I hate to talk about something when I know people are
That is what concerns me today.
much more informed about something than am I, but do
RM: I couldn’t agree more. The status of the wheat you read the EIR [Executive Intelligence Review]? Ok,
crop around the world is almost decimated.
go back in the EIR about six months. They have an
FP: Yes, have you seen Gerard Colby’s new book? issue which is almost the equal of Colby’s work but it
Colby wrote the book DuPont Dynasty. He has a new is all on this one thing about this monstrous system of
one out today that I would say, hands down, is the the World Wildlife Foundation under Prince Charles
MOST IMPORTANT IN THE LAST TWENTYYEARS. and many other world leaders, we’ll call them, that are
It is, oh my God, its title is Thy Will Be Done. It speaks intended to create genocide all over the world. It is a
of the Rockefellers, the petroleum business and the way terrific series of articles. I had a lot to do with the
they are LED BY THE EVANGELICAL SYSTEM, the beginning of them when the subject started and am
missionaries into Latin America and other countries, delighted at what they did with it. It is a bunch of
and through the missionaries they get rid of the people reporters working independently who then put the inand take over the land and oh, it IS the most important formation together. I don’t remember exactly how far
back it was but see if you can find it, maybe six or even
book I have seen for years.
It just happens that twenty years ago I knew Colby eight months ago. It is extremely important.
but haven’t seen him since then. He is a remarkable
RM: Seriously now, what else concerns you? These
person but that book is EXTREMELY IMPORTANT. are important times and no concern is trivial.
FP: I think one of the biggest failings in the
It’s published by Harper, who has merged now, but it
explains the very things we are talking about in much country, because it is so controlled, is the news. I’m
sorry TV was invented because I can’t stand to even
more detail and with much more policy and politics.
RM: Are you then familiar with the concept of turn my set on-my daughter has to figure out the
buttons for me for a ballgame occasionally. I can’t
Depopulation?
- Fk: That is part of it but he explains that it isn’t stand the newspapers because they are absolutely abomi-

very dangerous thing.

R&l: There are lot of victims just walking around
today who. ..
FP: Oh, no question about it. Have you seen the
paperback
called TRANCE FORMATION OF

AMERICA? [Call Phoenix Source for ordering information

Z-800-800-5565.]

RM: Actually yes.
FP: Then you know that that thing is going to
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explode. And, of course it should. That sort of thing
should not be sat on by the press. The press knows as
much about it as whoever sat down and wrote that book.
They just won’t touch it. And that is the press.
RM: I thought that Mark Phillips and Cathy O’Brien
were both extremely courageous in telling their whole
story but to put it down on paper quite so succinctly,
boy, that took a lot of courage!
FP: Yes, and it is things like that that don’t even
seem or appear to make a ripple but, of course, it is
making ripples which will grow. It also is standing
behind the door for a lot of things that are liable to open
up all of a sudden. It wouldn’t surprise me a bit. It is
similar to the HAARP Project now being discussed by
everybody, that is affecting the weather and agriculture
as well as physically impacting the people. Have you
been into that subject?
I
RM: We are familiar with thebookANGELSDON’T
PLAY THIS HAARP which is about the HAARP system
and, yes, we have published quite a bit about that. We
are actually very, very concerned about it.
FP: Yes, rightfully so. I have the man’s three
patents and I’ve been trying to study them, which in
itself is pretty difficult, but I’ve been into that kind of
business so I’m working on them now. Back in my days
we were doing things like that but nowhere near the
magnitude of what capabilities are today.
RM: Let’s just let you talk for a bit about your own
choice of topics, for instance, what do you see as a
concern in today’s world? Obviously you have been
through a lot, your background is very impressive and
you have been through it for a lot of years and have seen
the military and intelligence from a side than have very
few people. We are out here on the West Coast and
Featuring
obviously our perception is very, very different than
from where you sit, so, are there any concerns you Attorney
Arnold S. Goldstein, J-D., LL.M., Ph.D
would share with our readers?
FP: I have personal concerns that I think should be
-Plusof concern to more people who I meet. I’m very much
concerned about the leadership of the country with
Pat Cavanaugh
respect to this country’s people and its infrastructure.
Our infrastructure is being worn out, destroyed, and
Former IRS Employee
there has been no modernizing until, like Kipling said:
“Transport is civilization.”
If you grow tomatoes and you can’t move them,
then they aren’t worth a penny., If you have an oil well
that’s got tons of oil, if you can’t move oil it isn’t worth
a dollar. That is why we are fighting in Bosnia-so we
can bring that oil from Kazakhstan. They have to have
Where: The Hacienda
a route. If we can’t make the United States the finest
Before JULY 3 1st
Hotel, Las Vegas, Nevada
country in the world with the finest transport systems to
begin with... I worked ten years with Amtrak and was
save $SO.OO-$345.00
Hotel Information: Secure
their principle speech-writer for six of those years for
Regular Tuition after
your room today! Call the
people like Allen Boyd and Don Reichert and Roger
Lewis and people like that who really know the busiAugust lst-$395.00
hotel direct (800)634-67
13
ness while I was their speech-writer, and I’ve written
before July 23rd to get your
Spouse/Guest Tuition
on the subject for McGraw-Hill Encyclopedia. If we
don’t get out there pretty soon we are in serious, serious ~ daily rate of $68.
Only $150.00
trouble. I have recently gotten three letters from farmQuestions: Call NCH, Inc.
ers growing crops which were rotting in the fields and
at 800-398-1077
the streets because the railroad spur lines that used to
be into their towns to pick up produce are now closed.
The big la-wheeler trucks can’t go over their little ten-
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nable. They are all getting worse instead of better. It
is like TIME magazine-have you seen it lately?
RM: No, I don’t have much patience with it.
FP: You wouldn’t want to see it but it’s so bad that
if you took one from twenty-five to fifty years ago and
compared it to what they are doing today-it is absolutely abominable. The news has deteriorated under
control and they are not allowed to do any better. If they
got a tape about what you and I are talking about they
would not be allowed to print it. And Rick, I’m a longtime member of the National Press Club. I was at the
Press Club yesterday. I know a lot of the people there
and the poor guys trying to make a living there feel just
about as bad about things as I do, but, they have to make
a living. They sort of plate themselves with armor and
get accustomed to it. It is terrible.
A talk-show host has just asked me to talk about the
Pentagon Papers next week because it is the twentyfifth anniversary, and that Pentagon Papers thing is
just nothing other than an absolute pack of lies, all the
way from Dan Ellsberg on down. Dan Ellsberg used to
work in the office where they put the Pentagon Papers
together. He used to work for McNamara. He wasn’t
just some kid out on the street. [For the full story (from
a well researched book, THE USURPERS by Medford
Evans) see CONTACT 6128194, 7/S/94, 7112.94, 7091
94, 7/26/94, 8/2/94. 8/1ti/94, & 8123194issues; or see
Phoenix Journals # ‘~99,100, 101,102, 103, 104,105,

FP: Yes, in Washington here one of the owners of
one paper, Washington Times, is a minister from Korea,
although I don’t think that’s where his funds come
from, but that’s the public story, Sun Yung Moon-the
Moonies, created the Washington Times, pays for it and
has invested more than a BILLION dollars-all at a
loss, and he’s a minister from Korea. Now, what the
hell is he doing publishing a Washington paper? He
competes with -the Washington Post. The only thing
wrong there is the Post is a worse newspaper than the
Times. This is just the way things are.
Many of our major newspapers are owned by foreigners. These are major chains that are formed and
dictate what we read here in the U.S. That also includes
TV.
RM: My mind is torn here between wanting to ask
you about some of your past experiences aud current
issues. Obviously you were familiar with things like
the Phoenix Project in Vietnam and some of those
things.
FP: Oh yes, I was in Vietnam during 1952, ‘53 and
‘54. And, I was on Okinawa in 1949 when we brought
Ho Chi Minh down and put in the government down
there. General Galligher, an OSS man, brought him
down there and, being on Okinawa, I saw them ship all
the equipment that we didn’t need for the invasion of
Japan, down to Ho Chi Minh so he would be able to
make an army, which he did. He then defeated the
French with that army.
Then I was back there many times intermittently
during the 1960s until I retired. Yes, I’m pretty
familiar with it.
RM: Is there anything that hasn’t been told that
you might care to share?
FP: Well, I’ve written so much that that is why I
think that my book is the best source of information but
the biggest thing, if you recall, after the Geneva Convention in 1954 that divided Vietnam into the North
and South. There was a little paragraph, the final
paragraph regarding the area that said: “Because of the
division of the country, which was arbitrary, if any
persons living in the South of Vietnam wanted to go to
the North,” and of course these were both new countries, “or if anybody in the North wanted to go to the
South, they should be FREELY permitted to go.”
That was put there for a purpose. A little later John
Foster Dulles made a speech at the American Legion
Convention and he said that “we have moved onemillion-one-hundred-thousandNorthVietnamese to the
South for sanctuary from that horrible business of Ho
Chi Minh and Communism.” Well, just how do you
move one-million-one-hundred-thousand natives whose
ancestor-worship is tied to ownership of ground and
who never travel anywhere-they go nowhere. They
are poor little people who live on farms and so on. You
do it only with a form of terrorism. They got sixhundred-and-sixty-THOUSAND of those people on
board ships and brought them down to Saigon, three
hundred thousand in CIA’s Air America’s airlines and
flew them down, and they then became the insurgents
because they had no land, they had no homes, they had
no food and didn’t even have drinking water. They had
to fight to live. So they became the insurgents and we
started running counter-insurgency against them.
That’s how they built up enough people to say there was
an uenemyn.
How many people have ever realized that about
90%, if you can call it fighting in the modern sense, in
Vietnam, occurred in South Vietnam? That is like
Canada attacking the United States by invading Florida
at Key West.
It is absolutely ridiculous but people never even
think about it. That’s the whole big story of Vietnam.
RM: It was certainly a proving ground for a lot of
experimental projects as well...
FP: Of course, of course... and then, to beat it all,
we spent five-hundred-and-seventy-BILLION dollars,
lost 58 thousand men and killed over 3-l/2 million
people in Southeast Asia.
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probably know all this anyway. When I worked at the
Pentagon these people working on this were only a
couple of doors down the hall from me. We all worked
for McNamara. In fact, have you studied the Pentagon
Papers?
Here is a simple line from one page of the Pentagon
Papers, they do them chronologically so you’re getting
from the 20th of November that there was a conference
in Honolulu.. .
“The 2 1st of November the conference broke up and
some went home and the rest of them started for Tokyo
to visit there and the Saigon crowd went home....
“The 22nd of November Ambassador Lodge flies to
Washington to speak to the President.
“The 23rd of November, 1963, Ambassador Lodge
continues his discussions with the President.”
There is never a mention of which President he is
talking to. There was a change of presidents in those
two days. But that is the kind of history the Pentagon
Papers offers. That is just one small example. Have you
ever noticed that? You ought to put that at the top of
your paper where you write CONTACT-about every
issue or so, just to wake up the people because the other
papers who fought through the Supreme Court to get
the privilege to print that stuff don’t. Of course they
wanted to print that stuffbecause it was ALL LIES. Of
course you can lie by omission of the death of the
President and the methods by which the President was
killed but the future bunch of kids coming up are going
to use the Pentagon Papers as the God’s honest truthbecause it had to go through the Supreme Court to have
allowance to publish, my God, what a set up job. And,
of course the young man who ,did that is now the
President of the Council on Foreign Relations. He is
the same guy that put out the Pentagon Papers. You
may know him, Les Gelb. He was also Editor of the New
York Times.

RM: The newspaper business seems to be pretty
much gone down the tubes as far I can tell. You can
count on one hand the free presses in this country, that
are worth anything.
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We dropped more bomb tonnage in the Vietnam
area, in Cambodia mostly, four times more than all of
World War II. In Cambodia they just dropped bombs in
the fields. The fields are so beat-up by bombs that they
can’t use them to grow anything any longer. And, we
weren’t fighting Cambodia, technically.
RM: I’m looking at part of a chapter out of Bo
Grit? book, Called to Serve. Do you know Bo?
PP: Oh yeah. I’ve met him several times. I don’t
really know him well but I have met him and know of
him.
RM: Like I say, I’m torn here between talking
about your past experiences and talking about the
current state of the world. The current state of the
world is so alarming to me and the current state of our
country is even more alarming so I hardly know which
way to go with this.
PP: Well, I went from a graduate school in banking, University of Wisconsin, and then spent 10 years
in the banking world. I could slip over into that area
and scare you even worse.
RM: Do you mean the coming collapse? That sort
of thing?
FP: Well, (chuckle)-yeah. During the early part
of World War II I was in the Middle East and I just
happened, because I was a pilot flying different people,
to be at the Cairo Conference and at the Tehran Conference. I was not a participant but was there and I knew
what was going on. Well, in line with the Cairo
Conference Roosevelt carried out a pretty neat little
game. You know, they were going to Cairo in October
of 1943 to meet with Chiang Kai-shek and with
Churchill. Roosevelt’s idea was to introduce Chiang
Kai-shek to Churchill and then when they would go to
Tehran, introduce them to Stalin and then you would
have the Big Four of World War II.
Even ahead of that, since that was the scenario in
the newspapers, Roosevelt sent a geological survey
team by way of Cairo and by way of Tehran and then on
to Saudi Arabia, which was neutral at the time, where
there were some Americans over there representing the
California Standard Oil Company. This geological
survey team became my responsibility for flying them
from Casablanca to Cairo, to Tehran, back to Bahrain
and then into Saudi, where we landed on the sand
because there wasn’t even a runway there. They showed
the California Standard guys (later the company became known as Aramco) where the oil was and how
much there was. Gee, we were driving around in a
sand-buggy and they would come up to a twelve-inch
pipe sticking out of the ground eight or ten inches,
unscrew the cap and oil would just bubble out-no
pump-no nothing else. They kept telling the team to
just come over here and get it because there is all you
can ever use right here. Well, when the head of the
team went back to Cairo it happened to coincide with
the Conference (I didn’t know there would be a conference but they did) and they went in to Roosevelt and
told him about what they had seen. Immediately at the
Cairo Conference Roosevelt ordered the construction
of a 50,000 barrel-a-day refinery on the beach, on the
sand, in Saudi Arabia where there wasn’t even a palm
tree-1 never saw such a desolate place. That is the
famous Tehran of today. In fact, one of the men that we
met there was a man by the name of Floyd Oligher, who
I think was the founder of Aramco.
in 1968 I ended up knowing him pretty well because I used to have planes going from Cairo and we
would drop things down there for them on the ground,
you know, newspapers, magazines and some good foodthat sort of thing. So, I got to know him pretty well and
he sent me a beautiful book that they put out, called the
Aramco Handbook. It was for internal consumption
within their company. I have never seen a better book
on the oil situation. I have always been interested in
that. That is what is behind Bosnia right now. In fact,
it is what is behind a lot of action going on right now.
[As Commander Hatonn has pointed
applies to Chechnya.]
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This next comment has nothing to do with religion,
about people or anything else, it is simply fact: When
the nation that is now called Israel was created in 1948,
one month later they shut the oil pipelines down that go
into the port of Haifa. Well, Haifa happens to be in that
little plot of sand they call Israel. But those, and there
were eight, pipelines carry all the oil from Iraq

on the oil platforms and the boys with their helicopters power to do it plus the fact that our Sea Frontier people
would fly them conveniently into the country.
know all the ships at sea. We know all the airplanes
Zapata is now making much more money with the that are in the air, all the ships that are at sea-there is
Colombian product than they ever were making with absolutely no way in the world, drugs or anything other
like that can come in without the daily, regular and
the oil wells.
RM: We have printed quite a bit about that subject consistent help of the United States Government. It is
as well. This is not to mention Mr. Bush’s pedophelia.... mostly by failing to act. Therefore it is like a policeman
FP: [Only a chuckle without further comment on seeing someone rob a bank and then come up and shake
that topic.] He was a student at Yale when I was a hands and offering to go get a cup of coffee and, by the
professor there and when he was Captain ofthe baseball way: “How much did you get today”. We’re on their
team. I’ll have to say, they had a good baseball team side! I was one of the five men sent to Colorado Springs
to establish the Air Defense Command in 1950 and I
and he was pretty good at first base.
Bill Buckley was editor of the Yale Daily News at know how it works, what the system is; and when I was
that time and a bunch of other guys were there from that in the CIA business I played on that to learn how to let
the CIA pass through and also shipping through and we
,late-40s crowd-all at their prime right now.
R&l: There are those that say that Bush is still one did, of course. Now, it comes to carrying drugs-you
get a free pass. Well, Mena happened to be a conveof the most powerful men in the world.
FP: Oh yes, that is absolutely true. Yes, you don’t nient little landing spot. Nobody, until recently, ever
see him sitting around with those jerks at Bilderberger went there. Of course if they did nobody would touch
and Trilateral.. . he is a long way above them. They are them and certainly not the police. Certainly the U.S.
Government wouldn’t touch them, so it becomes a
only peons.
RM: We haven’t heard much from Henry Kissinger legitimate business.
RM: I assume that in your business you are familiar
lately, what is he doing?
FP: He’s a good recorder-secretary as he was when with particle beam weapons and electromagnetic pulshe was with the foreign relations group. That is how he ing and some of the capability of mind-control mechagot into the business and then when he ran into nisms. They have available, technologically speaking,
Califano(?) and Haig and learned the Black Budget ability of using....
FP: I don’t really know much about the current
secrets he got to be a bit more popular than he was up
advanced stuff other than what I get from others. I did
at Harvard.
RM: You must know quite a bit about the lran- know about it going on. I do know that it is extremely
Contra situation so were you surprised that it just sort advanced and extremely dangerous. When I retired I
don’t have access to other than what I hear from others.
of went away as quickly as it seems to have done?
I’m actually afraid to take my dog to the vet.
FP: Let me put it this way. That began in about
RM: Why, because of fear he’ll get a chip or
what, ‘727 I retired in 1964 but the men who used to
work for me, like &cord and North-and when I say something?
FP: No, I’m afraid they’ll turn him into a lion or
that I mean “down the channel” because we had thousands of men working in the system-l knew Secord something.
RM: Well, ok... You have such an amazing backpersonally but didn’t know North and they both worked
for a General who did work for me. What they did is ground that I want to ask you about everything.
FP: I haven’t had anything to do with this. Atiusimply carry that system out to where they were supplying Iran with weaponry that they had told the Defense ally, when I graduated from college I had my cup and
Department would be used by the CIA. Instead, they gown on and rolled up in the diploma were my ordzrs to
sold it and made a hell of a lot of money through that go to duty. Every single one of these things I’ve talked
enterprise and that was handled through Switzerland. about was simply a function of orders I would be given.
And of course, to explain later how come they were I was very fortunate in that I never had a job in the
making so much money they said, “Well, we’re doing it military that I didn’t like. I went from one to the other
to finance the Contras.” I only know that from “out- and finally in 1964 I had two kids in college and my
side” because that was all printed and I wasn’t active, military salary couldn’t handle that so I had to get out
myself, at the time. Since, however, I knew the princi- and think of money first rather than what I was doing.
pals, I did know what they did and how they were doing But really, I have had the most unusual jobs and I flew
four-star generals around so when you have a general
it.
There is a secret little system set up within the up in the air with nothing to do for eight hours or so
government which was set forth in 1954 that
makes it so simple to do this kind of thing
that one of my biggest jobs ever was to catch
ZIGGY
people stealing stuff within the system. Mr.
Dulles was real good about it and as soon as
I would write a name on a piece of paper he
would can them-right then.
RM: For as much publicity as Mena has
gottenover the years it seems that that whole
thing has also just gone away. Starr doesn’t
seem to have much power or authority in his
role as Special Prosecutor. It seems as
though they are getting away, literaily, with
murder.
FP: Yes, and what amazes me is that
they never mention the Defense Command.
For instance, we have a Radar Defense Command that is so good that it watches about 47
thousand planes a day. When I was running
clandestine operations into Cuba I would
have to call Colorado Springs and say that
“... tonight I’m running a small passenger
plane into Cuba, I’m running it from Florida
over there and it’ll be going at 9:30; for
God’s sake don’t touch it!” And they would
let it go on by. Well, if I didn’t call, they
would have stopped me. They have the

through the Mediterranean and to Europe. That is
traditional and goes a11the way back into the 1930s.

In one swoop they shut them off. So then the Iraqis had
to build a pipeline through Syria and Lebanon. Years
later, when there was a battle against Lebanon, for
some reason or another, the Iraqis didn’t stop in Beirut,
they went all the way north in the area of Latiquia (off
the northern coast of Lebanon, near Turkey) and shut
off the Iraqi pipeline coming out there. The reason for
that was it was competing with British Petroleum.
The British Petroleum guys are the ones who CREATED the country of Iraq to be a plug in the oil
pipeline.
Even more, the biggest pipeline in the world is
TAPLINE. Kuwait, across the desert, across Jordan
and across the southern part of Lebanon to a town
called Seiden. This is a historic site from the very old
historic days. Also, Tapline is where all the oil from
Saudi Arabia goes to the Mediterranean. When the
Israelis attack the so-called terrorists in Southern
Lebanon, the first place they attack, all the time, is
Seiden. Therefore, the oil flow through Tapline could
also be stopped. That being the biggest pipeline in the
world, today the ONLY real commercial movement of
oil is by double-hull tankers. Double-hull tankers are
owned and administered by a neat little organization
called The Charter Institute of Transport. They are
based in LONDON, ENGLAND.
I was invited to a meeting there in London, in 1982
(the same week that the British invaded the Falkland
Islands and I believe it was 1982). It was very interesting because I represented the railroad industry because
the exposure was in routing. The speeches were really
something because they were about what really goes on
in the control of oil. OPEC is just a playground. The
Charter Institute of Transport is the important one
thing because you can own all the oil in the world but
if you can’t move it you don’t have anything. You have
to have pipelines that stay open or you have to have
double-hulled tankers coming for it. In 1973 when they
claimed there was an Arab embargo, what it really was
is that they were able to keep the tankers out of the
Persian Gulf and wouldn’t pick up the oil until the price
was right. When it went up four times what it had been
for ten years, then the tankers began to show up. Nice
and clear little subject!
Colby’s book [referred to earlier] explains a whole
lot of that in great detail. It is a terrific book.
RM: It seems George Bush is spending a lot of his
time in that part of the world these days.
FP: Yes, of course.... Well, it all began with his
family. See, George Herbert Walker was in on the Baku
fields with Deterding [very important], the founder of
Dutch Shell [petroleum company] which was a British
company despite the Dutch oil shell. He (George Bush)
is now one of the big investors in the Kazakhstan oil
which is the biggest oil discovery in the world--ever
made, formerly controlled by U.S.S.R., but they didn’t
do anything with it and couldn’t move it. If you don’t
have a shipping port and no pipelines to reach a port
they could use, they couldn’t move it. It is too expensive to move it by rail. They have a good rail system but
you can’t move oil by rail, profitably. Bush is in all that
and that’s why he was President of Zapata Oil and
practically cornered the market on the Caribbean and
because they had so many drilled oil wells in the
Caribbean for the oil that is in there, it also was very
nicely discovered that the customs people don’t stop the
drivers of helicopters [or boats] that go out to these
wells so they come and go freely. And so, the boys from
Colombia, with their little packages of seven or eight
thousand pounds of their valuable stuff, would leave it
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except talk. I used to go back and talk with them a lot.
I flew all the surrendering generals of World War II,
from Tunis to Casablanca. That took about eight-anda-half hours so I would just go back and talk to them. I
had a great time talking to those German Generals who
had been out there fighting like hell, out there in the
desert with Rommel, and I got a full thesis just from
talking to those guys.
RM: I’ll bet-any surprises?
FP: Yes, they were surprised at our use of artillery.
Our army, surprisingly enough, were advanced in how
to use artillery so you could fire one shot and then know
everything you needed to know from that one shot-as
long as you had a good aerial photograph, then turn
maybe fifty guns on the target right after that. The
Germans really wanted to talk about that. You know,
little things like that. It was interesting from my point
of view because I had not been near that combat zone.
I had been up in Russia and places like that but I had no
experience such as they had. I’m talking about hearing
them talk about it-just listening.
Do you know where they went after they I got them
to Casablanca7 They took them to the Greenbrier, that
big resort here in West Virginia where they spent their
POW time-right there at that beautiful hotel down
there. No wonder they were glad they were through.
RM: Were you involved at all in Operation
Paperclip?
FP: Yes, I ran that Operation. I ran all of the flight
part of it. Who wrote about that, Tony Summers? He
learned about it sitting in my living room here. At least
he learned about part of it. I used to run it-out of
Wiesbaden and places like that. I didn’t select the
people and I didn’t arrange who they were, I simply
provided aircraft and crews and that kind of arrangementz. I did know where the flights were going.
RM: Are you at liberty to say how many people
were actuallv brought over in that Oueration.
FP: Oh,-we never thought of counting them but I
used to think there were right around eight or nine
thousand. That was judging if the planes that were used
were reasonably filled- we knew the numbers of planes.
RM: Were these all scientists?
FP: No, no, in fact something you might find
interesting is to get a copy of the Register of the
American Society of Psychiatry and you will find that
out of something like 6700 psychiatrists in this country, more than 1700 came with Paperclip. Our psychiatry society is just loaded with those characters-Nazis.
RM: Wow!
FP: Just go to the library or some place where you
can get the Register from the period of the ‘SOS. This
is because that during the ‘SOSthey didn’t realize that
their own little biographical sketches which they inserted were all printed verbatim. Now they are carefully printed. It will really open your eyes because that
is the most important movement of any in that group.
They simply took over the psychiatry profession in this
country. They still have control of it today.
RM: That is a pretty frightening thought.
FP: You can look at the thing and see each name,
their school, where they have been practicing, etc. The
[Germon ] lists come to the war and stop and then all of
a sudden you see them entered as members of the
American Society here. It is quite startling.
RM: Were there any surprises in what you found
out about the Falkland Islands?
FP: No, I was in London when that happened. I was
just using that to sort chronology. That wasn’t even
why I was in London so don’t have anything on that.
RM: London is pretty interesting all by itself. I
think I would be nervous to travel there personally.
FP: Yes, I would imagine that there is more power
exuding from that city than any other in the world
today, give or take Peking or Singapore, maybe Tokyo
and New York, London certainly is in the top five.
RM: I didn’t feel you really wanted to talk about
the coming financial collapse? We were talking about
food shortages but I mentioned financial collapse and

you went rather quiet.
FP: Well, when the Continental Illinois Bank in
Chicago failed with $47 billion on its books-and it
failed and shut down the U.S. Government-and if the
government didn’t help it the corresponding banks,
some 2200 of them, would also fail. So, the U.S.
Government pumped it back up again and then, from
that time on, it put the S&L business right out of
business, practically, and then banks failed all over the
country. It was an extremely profitable operation and
great losers for the U.S. public. It was and is a very,
very costly thing.
Now we have an entirely different system of banking which isn’t under the same laws as back in those
days. Take the FDIC, for instance. Do you realize that
was a private inrarrnce company? The Government
is not supposed to back-up anything in those banks and,
if you get the original FDIC law, it very clearly states
that it is an insurance company with input from the
banks and the amount put in is on regular insurance
methods for supporting failures. And, that the U.S.
Government is not responsible for any failure. When
they said that you had your money insured by FDIC they
couldn’t say “and backed by the Government”. They do
now because they corrupted the law. That period of the
19808, and especially through the Carter time, was
probably one of the most costly decades for the American public, ever known. Its costs are still flowing
through the system. Our money became worthless.
RM: Do you think Oliver Stone sold out on his
film, JFK, in the final analysis?
PP: He did a good job, but the trouble is that when
a fellow like that is working, and he manages to work
rather independently, he still has to have financing. He
had a very difficult time protecting himself from moles.
Although I worked with him from the beginning to the
end, and had my own organization, I couldn’t travel
with his and he was infested with a few moles-one of
them was a real beauty who came from NSA. That
weakens the scriut. He was kind enough to send me the

seventh revision of the script and I cleaned it up the best
I could but by that time some of the other stuff was
already in the can and you couldn’t change it. There
are a few things that ended up in the picture but
basically he did a pretty good job. At least what he did
manage to get done proves how absolutely abominable
the Warren Report is with its one-man-killer stuff. If
other people want to believe such a thing then there
isn’t much other way to look at the film. He had a lot
of opposition and that means very clever opposition.
RMZIfinditinterestingthattheyCanseaditlmolessO
eflbctively. Washeawarethathehadbadpeopleinslde?
PP: Yes, I am the one who found them. I knew
them. The outfit I was with when I worked with the
Secretary of Defense was in charge of NSA. Try to fmd
my old book The Secret Teum and you’ll see what I put
in the charter of the office in which I worked. Of all the
things we were responsible for, one of the things was
the NSA. Once 1 got certain leads I could check out the
people pretty well and accurately. I found Stone had a
whole house-full. That sort of thing is inevitable
because that is their business.
RM: I probably should let you go because it is
getting late there for you. I have you on our mailing list
to receive the paper so just let me know if you want off
the list, otherwise we’ll just send it every week.
FP: That’s very kind of you because I keep looking
for something that has enoughvalidity to it tobe worth
the time. I’ll say the other side though, if you are
working on a subject that you think falls within the
areas of which we have been speaking, if you send me
a draft I might be able to keep a few glitches out. I keep
pretty busy but would be glad to help.
RM: It has been a real pleasure talking with you
and I look forward to speaking with you again.
FP: OK.,it has been very nice to meet you, Rick, and
I have been pleased for the conversation.
RM: Thank you so much and I certainly thank you
for your time.
FP: Good night.
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LORD MICHAEL

Good morning and thank you for hearing the
call. It is I, Lord Michael, of the Archangelic
realms, come in the Light of Holy Creator God.
Thank you, my friend.
Your planet is in a quite volatile condition
this day. You ones need to be prepared for the
psychological stresses caused by the upcoming
physical changes. The stress shall be GREAT!
How do we prepare you ones for the horrors
of these catastrophic changes?
We simply tell you about what is coming in
as many ways as we can and as many times as we
can. I shall project a picture and I wish for you
ones to place yourselves in the middle of what
I describe and ask yourselves, “Am I prepared
for THIS sort of reality?”
The scenario goes as follows: The Earth
starts shaking and does not seem to stop. All
power fails; your house starts coming apart; the
ground is splitting open; gas lines rupture; fires
ignite; your city starts to burn-not just in one
location, but across THE ENTIRE CITY!
Now the Earth starts shaking again, just as
hard or harder than previously. Water lines are
broken; streets are, for the most part,
impassable due to rubble and that which has
collapsed all over the pavement.

be fighting for survival. Food supplies will be
scarce and the Government will send out the
Army and the National Guard to control these
panic-stricken, destitute survivors.
How will YOU act or react as your small,
inland city has an influx of displaced, desperate
and hungry people trying to cope with shock?
Will you feed and clothe your brother?
What about the 5th one?
What about the 50th one?
Call upon Holy God of Light and act with
intelligence-and
prepare! The life you save
may not only be your own or your family’s, but
that of a complete stranger (to you now!).
The mental impact forthcoming shall be
QUITE HARSH! You ones are past the point
of avoiding these realities. This is only one
example of the possible scenarios.
As the Earth cracks open and your major
crustal plates (tectonic plates) shift, many
sleeping volcanoes shall spring to life as your
planet seeks to balance the pressures and stresses
within. This alone shall cause a shifting of
weather patterns GLOBALLY. The impact
shall be felt by everyone on the planet.
As countries become desperate for survival,

they shall petition other countries for aid. When
that aid does NOT come, ones shall attempt to
TARE that which they need. This could easily
Place yourself in this scenario.
What escalate to the level of a planetary war.
would YOU do?
The Elite of your planet know that these
You must think about these sorts of catastrophes are coming. They are trying to
possibilities BEFORE they happen so that you control the timing of major earthquakes. They
can act in intelligence. The panic and fear shall do not understand
that which they are
be so great that ones shall perish simply because attempting to do and are only compounding the
they are so overwhelmed and frozen with fear, problem. These major Earth changes shall be
Let us take this example further. You may exploited by your planet’s controllers in order
be saying to yourself, “I do not live in a large to depopulateand controlmorefullythemasses.
city or near any major fault lines.” But perhaps
You ones who enjoy all the “modern conveyou have family and friends who do!
niences” shall have the hardest time as you will’
As these Earth changes start, there shall be no longer be able to just go down to the local
survivors and a great migration of displaced store and purchase your food. The nation’s
people. In their desperation and confusion, food supply will be under strict control. Your
they shall do things which they would NOT ’ farms’shall be confiscated if need be; the crops
normally do in a “civilized” society.
shall most certainly be confiscated. You ones
They will steal from, and even murder, the who rely on any resource-such
as supermarones who are trying to help them. There will be kets, grid-system electricity, or even municipal
massive refuge camps. Ones will be moving water-shall
be impacted greatly.
inland from the coastal areas. These mobs will
Your “elected” Government officials may
.-

be deciding who of you eats (lives), or does not
eat (dies).
This is TRUTH!
You may say that this is not a very nice
message. No, it is not! My intention is to get
you ones THINKING.
The changes shall be far worse than
anything written here or that you may be able to
imagine. Take action and prepare TODAY, for
tomorrow may very well be TOO LATE! God
helps those who make efforts to help selves.
There shall be many praying to God to save
them or to help them AFTER the changes
begin-especially
the ones who have ignored
these messages and have NOT prepared and
think that it could not happen to them.
The time to ask for assistance in planning is
BEFORE you ones are in total chaos.
My scribe is overwhelmed and says, “What’s
the use? Ones who are going to listen are most
likely already prepared and the rest won’t listen
anyway.” My scribe perceives that ones do not
want to hear this sort of message.
True, ones generally do not want to hear
TRUTH. But, if only ONE does hear, and takes
this warning seriously, then the entire message
and effort is worth every last bit of it.
You ones who scribe these messages that
are being sent out to the four comers of the
planet are the ones who create the possibilities
for even having a remnant survive this
transition. Many lives you are touching and
many lives you are saving. Do not allow the
thought, “Oh, what’s the use?” That is an
adversarial ploy to distract you from saving
lives and waking up the masses to the true
spiritual nature of their situation down there on
that planet.
Ones are responsible for their own choices
and decisions. There is only so much that you
ones can do for another. Presenting a Lighted
message of truth to a brother in need is perhaps
the greatest gift you ones can give. Be
discerning in that which you offer to another or
do for another. You must allow each to learn
their own lessons; you cannot do it for them.
I am Lord Michael, come in the Radiance of
the One Light. May you ones act in Wisdom
this day. Aho!
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(90 TABLETS)

2 oz.
2 0%

ColloidalSiivcr&Tracct3oidsuspcndcdina
distilkd water fluid
PLEASE

:z

Silver suspended in

$60.00

GAIACOL with traoe xiinerale

BREAD

1

$18.00

(300 TABLEfS/5OOmg.EA.)

BILOBA

tmloa

liter

(CRANRLRRVI

ECHIHACEA GOLD PLUS
GAXATRIM- 30 Day supply
GIHKGO

1

Formulr (I 80 TABLETS) $24.95

A-C-E Anti-Oxidant
CHLORELLA

$40.00

STRENCWH)

qt~
+~IERRV-KRRVJ
IQUNBERRV-APFLO
(1 gal.)

Amount

Colloidal

1 liter
2 liters
1 liter
2 liters

GAlALYrE

KOMBUCKA

Qty.

$20.00

AQUAGAIA

ALOE

Expiration Date

For Credit Card Orders

r
I-A
,GAIANDRIMA

160~.
32

RATE CHART

STARTING

WHEN

PACKAGES

3 TO 6 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY.

and

oz.

$ 8.00
$10.00
$56.00
$96.00

CALCULATING
MAINTENANCE

SHIPPING

money orders payable to:
FOR AU

PACKAGES.
-New
Gaia Prdmtr

FOR CA, WA, OR, AZ,
MT, UT, ID, CO, NM,
WY, NV
$6.00
f 1oEE
57.00
$ 201-300
58.00

J
o-1 00
f 101-200
S 201-300

s 301-400
s 401-500
S Sol-600

s
s
S

59.00
s10.00
$11.00

FOR THE REST OF
CONTINENTAL USA

301-400
401-500
Sol-600

58.00
49.00
$10.00
$11.00
$12.00
$13.00

AUSKA 6 HAWAII PLEASECALL FOR SHIPPING RATES

Date

City/Town

* SHIPPING & HANDLING RATES:

NONlW9S

New Gaial=hihb
P.O. Box 27710

JL42IEi
H For UPS2nd day to Rural Alaska, please call for rates.
H For Priority Mall to any locations, please call for rates.
l* All Foreign orders, please contact our office In writing
for specific rates as rates vary greatly.
* When ordering cases of product call for shipping rates.
FOR ALL BREAD MACHINES, BREAD MIXES, FLOUR
ORDERS, PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGESAND MAINTENANCE PACKAGES. CALL FOR SHIPPING COSTS.

Qty.

Amount]

4

1

Tangled Wibs-Vol.

1-9

-

TANGLED
BY

WEBS-VOL.

OYEORGOS

( 543 )

CERES

S6.00

1

HATONN-ATON

TANGLED

WEBS-VOL.

BY GYEOROOS

212 Pager

(J44)

This JOURNAL begins the Tangled Webs
series in which Hatonn discusses the many
“tangled webs” of the adversary through the
many adversarial Organizations. Some topics: “New Age” Deception-Plans For Sharon
Of Israel-Conspiracy
To Create A Holy
War-Zionists Attack The Publisher Of The
PHOENIX JOURNALS-Roles Of Nixon And
Bush In The JFK Murder-Goals Of The Committee Of 300-Players In The Temple Mount
Conspiracy In The Holy War & Quator
Coronati Lodge-Destruction
Planned For
U.S. Constitution And Christianity.

CERES

S6.00

TANGLED

2

BY

HATONN-ATON

( J45 )

169 Pages

WEBS-VOL.

OYEORGOS

CERES

S6.00

3

HATONN

220 rage8

Hatonn continues exposing the deep dark
secrets of the intelligence Agencies in our
country and how they interlock with the
other main agencies of the world with ultimate control coming from the British Intelligence Agencies. This JOURNAL gives a
synopsis of the thinking and the deeds of the
CIA during the period of their startup through
the Kennedy assassinations and the death of
Che Guevara. It also exposes how and why
many institutions were set up by Tavistock to
undermine our society and its citizens.

This book stresses the role of the Secret Services
of the world and especially the CIA in the process
of accomplishing their goals.
Some topics
covered are: The History And Data Of The
CIA-Oliver Stone And JFK-Clandestine
Mentality-Stanford
Research Institute And
Cold Fusion-Bush October Surprise-Plans For
New York City-The Goal Of Global ContiolBritish Intelligence Real Head Of U.S. Intelligence-The CIA And The Intelligence Community-The Science And Technology Directorate-Concentration Camp Earth-The Importance Of Knowledge.
L

TANGLED
BY

GYEORGOS

( J46 )

WEBS-VOL.
CERES

$6.00

4

HATONN-ATON

233 Pager

WEBS-VOL.

7

BY CYEORCOS CERES HATONN-ATON
( JSl)
$6.00
244 Pages

Hatonn continues to reveal the “webs” of
deception hidden from We-The-People. Some
topics: The San Luis Obispo ConnectionGeorge Bush: Drug Cxar-Zapata: Bush’s
Offshore Oil, Cattle, Drugs-Bush And The
CIA-Bush & the ADL-The “Legal” Attack
To Suppress The JOURNALS-KissingerNoriega-Scowcroft-KoreaGate-KAL
007-Project Paperclip-Reinhart GehlenCommunist Blackmail-Earthquakes-BushCIA Cover-Up-BCCI Banking-B0 GritzUnemployment-Yeltsin-JFK
Assassination-CSTI And FEMA-HIV Virus.
(INDEX

WEBS-VOL.

5

BY CYEORCOS CERES HATONN-ATON
( 548 ) $6.00
231 Pages

Hatonn gives us further information about
the adversary using computer viruses (the
“AIDS ” of the electronic world)-The
IRS-Clinton
And BCCI-Tyson’s Unconstitutional Trial-Underground Facilities And Missile Sites-Skull And BonesMore On CIA History-La Rouche And The
ADL-Multilateral Spying-Bar Association And Anti-Semitism-KGB
In The
CIA-CIA/FBI Relationship-CIA Trains
Local Police-CIA/KGB/Mossad Are One
(British Control)-Recruiting Spies-Big
Brother Already Here-College Campus
Recruitment-Che Guevara Execution.

TANGLED

TANGLED

INCLUDED)

In this JOURNAL Hatonn continues his exposing of the evil being done all over the
planet by the secret services of this country
and particularly the CIA and includes many
other timely subjects. Some of the topics:
Kissinger’s Clone- Bush’s Appointment To
The U.N. As Kissinger’s MouthpieceKissinger A Zionist-British Agent-The East
Pakistan-India War-Comments About “Ross
Perot for President”-A SPACE WAR IS
NOW TAKING PLACE-A Nuclear Powered Saucer Craft Explodes In The Launch
Tube In Tehachapi; CA Area, Putting Forth
A Radiated Mushroom Cloud-Silent Weapons For Quiet Wars.

TANGLED

WEBS-VOL.

8

BY CYEORCOS CERES HATONN-ATON
(JS2)
S6.00
2SlPages

“IT SHALL ONLY BE THROUGH THE
KNOWING OF THAT WHICH ‘IS’ THAT
YOUCANRECLAIMTHATWHICH’WAS’
YOUR NATION, UNDER GOD WITH LIBERTY AND JUSTICE FOR ALL. THE
TANGLED WEBS CAN BE SORTED, BUT
m
SHALL DO IT; GOD AWAITS, AT
READY, FOR YOUR CALL.” -HATONN
Some of the many topics: Computer Chip
Injections-Photon
Belt-Nikola
Tesla
Info.-The Federalist Papers-The Necessity For Emergency Personal Food And
Supplies-The
Behind-The-Scenes Preparations For Emergency Takeover (Dictatorship) Of The U.S. (INDEX INCLUDED)

TANGLED

WEBS-VOL.

6

BY CYEORCOS CERES HATONN-ATON
(J49 ) $6.00
252 P8ger

“The CIA is back in the domestic spying
business-and, once again, with the blessing
of the White House. The agency has been
authorized to resume ‘intrusive’ methods,
such as surreptitious entry, bugging, wiretapping and reading the mail of American
citizens.”
-HATONN
Some of the important current subjects covered are: Discussion Of Replicas-U.N. &
CIA Riddled With KGB-Some Dare Call
It Treason; Re: Senate Report P93-549Silent Weapons For Quiet Wars (cont.)What’s A Corporation?-Discussion Of The
L.A. Riots-Update On Bo Gritx.

TANGLED

WEBS-VOL.

9

BY CYEORGOS CERES HATONN-ATON
(J53)
S6.00
256 rage8

h few topics covered in this &)URNAL are:
The Russians Are (Still) Coming-The Soviets Continue To Build Newer, More Sophisticated Weapons-Educational Shortfall-The
Soviet Coup And Extortion Schemc+New Form
Of Nuclear Blackmail-Crlnrinul PoliticsGovernment By Executive Order-IRS Games
Of Defense-POW Hearings-B0 G&z-Conspiracy Controls The Television & Radio Networks And Wire Services-Elite
Intent To
Set UNCONSTITUTIONAL LEGAL PRECEDENT-Mystery Of Babylon Exposed-The
Birth Of Banking-The Antichrist Banksters’
Money- “Illuminati” Chart-Psychic
Re(INDEX INCLUDED)
search.

See Back Page for ordering information or call 800-800-5565
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THESE WORKS ARE A SERIES CALLED
THE
#‘benix
Journuls AND HAVE BEEN
WRITTEN
TO ASSIST
MAN TO BECOME
AWARE OF LONG-STANDING
DECEPTIONS
AND OTHER
MATTERS
CRITICAL
TO HIS
SURVIVAL
AS A SPECIES
AT THIS TIME.
SINGLE JournalsARE $6.00;ANY4JournaLc
ARE $5.50 EACH; 10 OR MORE JournalsARE
$5.00 EACH (Shipping extra - see right.)
l * These marked Journals
are out of stock until

further

notice.

1. SIPAPU
ODYSSEY
2. AND THEY CALLED HIS NAME
IMMANUEL,
I AM SANANDA
3. SPACE-GATE,
THE VEIL REMOVED
4. SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC DISASTER
5. FROM HERE TO ARMAGEDDON
l*6 SURVIVAL IS ONLY TEN FEET FROM
HELL
7. THE RAINBOW MASTERS
9. SATAN’S DRUMMERS
10. PRIVACY IN A FISHBOWL
11. CRY OF THE PHOENIX
l * 12. CRUCIFD[ION
OF THE PHOENIX
l*13. SKELETONS lN THE CLOSET
l * 14. RRPP-RAPE,
RAVAGE, PlLLAGE AND
PLUNDER OF THE PHOENIX
l*15. RAPE OF THE CONSTITUTION
l*16. YOU CAN SLAY THE DRAGGN
l*17. THE NAKED PHOENIX
l*l 8. BLOOD AND ASHES
**lg. FIRESTORM
IN BABYLON
**O.. THE MOSSAD CONNECTION
2 d . CREATION, TEE SACRED UNIVERSE
22. PLEIADES CONNECTION VOL I
**23. BURNT OFFERINGS
l*24. SHROUDS OF THE SEVENTH SEAL
**25. THE BITTER COMMUNION
l*26. COUNTERFEIT
BLESSINGS THE
KHAZARS
ANTI-CHRIST
BY ANY NAME:
27. PHOENIX OPERATOR-OWNER
MANUAL
l*28. OPERATION SHANSTORM
l*29. END OF THE MASOUERADE
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38. THE DARK CHARADE
39. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE
THE HOLOCAUST
VOL. I
40. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE
THE HOLOCAUST,
VOL. II
41. THE DESTRUCT1oN
OF A
PLANET-ZIONISM
IS RACISM
42. UNHOLY ALLIANCE
43. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I
44. TANGLED WEBS VOL. II
45. TANGLED WEBS VOL. III
46. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IV
48. TANGLED WEBS VOL. V
49. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VI
50. THE DIVINE PLAN VOL. I
5 1. TANGLED WEBS V0L.W
52. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VIIl
53. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IX
54. THE FUNNEL’S NECK
55. MARCHING TO ZION
56. SEX AND THE LOTTERY
57. GGD, TOO, HAS A PLAN 2000
DIVINE PLAN VOL.Il
58. FROM THE FRYING PAN INTO
THE PIT OF FIRE
59. “REALITY” ALSO HAS A DRUMBEAT!
60. AS THE BLOSSOM OPENS
6 1. PUPPY-DOG
TALES
62. CHAPARRAL SERENDIPITY
63. THE BEST OF TIMES
64. TO ALL MY CHILDREN
65. THE LAST GREAT PLAGUE
66. ULTIMATE
PSYCHOPOLITICS
67. THE BEAST AT WORK
68. ECSTASY TO AGONY
69. TATTERED PAGES
70. NO THORNLESS ROSES
7 1. COALESCENCE
72. CANDLELIGHT
73. RELATIVE
CONNECTIONS
VOL.1
74. MYSTERIES OF RADIANCE
UNFOLDED VOL. II
75. TRUTH AND CONVOL. lII
IIIIIIIIIIIIIII-
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76. SORTING THE PIECES VOL. IV
77. PLAYERS IN THE GAME
78. IRON TRAPAROUNDAMERICA
79. MARCHING TO ZOO
80. TRUTH FROM THE ZOG BOG
81. RUSSIAN ROULETTE
82. RETIREMENT RETREATS
83. POLITICAL
PSYCHOS
84. CHANGING
PERSPECTIVES
85. SHOCK
THERAPY
86. MISSING THE LIFEBOAT??
87. IN GOD’S NAME AWAKEN!
88. THE ADVANCED DEMOLITION
LEGION
89. FOCUS OF DEMONS
90. TAKING OFF THE BLINDFOLD
91. FOOTSTEPS
INTO
TRUTH
92. WALK A CROOKED
ROAD
WITH THE CROOKS
93. CRIMINAL POLITBUROS AND
OTHER PLAGUES
94. WINGING IT....
95. HEAVE-UP (Phase One)
96. HEAVE-HO (Phase Two)
97. HEAVE ‘EM OUT (Phase Three)
98. ASCENSION OR NEVER-EVER
LAND?
99. USURPER8 OF FREEDOM IN
CONSPIRACY
100. BUTTERFLIES,
MIND CONTROL-THE
RAZOR’S EDGE
101. THE BREATHING DEAD AND
CEMENT CHILDREN
102. SACRED WISDOM
103. CONFRONT
THE NOW
CREATE THE FUTURE
104. FIRST STEPS
105. AMERICA IN PERIL-AN
UNDERSTATEMENT!
107. RING AROUND THE ROSIE...!
130. TRACKING DOWN THE KILLER
“AND OTHER FORMS OF
MURDER”(Tkc
Hedth
Bg&&
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THE PHOEN..X
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SUBSCRIBE TO
COJV’TACTt,CALL:

19SOO-800-5565

PAPER,

PLEASE INQUIRE:

PHOENIX SOURCE
DISTRIBUTORS,
Inc.
Post Office Box 27353
Las Vegas, Nevada 89126

(or call)
1-800-800-6666
(Mastercard,
VISA,
Discover)

Phoenix Source
Distributors
SHIPPING
CHARGES:

USA (except
Alaska
& Hawaii)
UK-13.75 1st title. I1 .OOea add’1
Bookrate-S2.50 1st title, Sl .OOea add1
Priority-S3.40 1st title, Sl .OOea add’1
ALASKA & HAWAII
Bookrate-S2.50 1st title, Sl .OOea add‘l
Prlorlty-S3.40 1st title, SI.00 ea ad&l
UK 2nd day-S9.00 1st title, S1 ea adb\
CANADA 81MEXICO
Surface-13.00 1st title, S1.50 ea add’l
Alrbook-$4.50 1st title, 12.00 ea add’1
FOREIGN
Surface-S3.00 1st title. Sl SO ea add1
Alrbook-SB.00 per title estimate
(Please allow S-8 weeks for delivery
on all book orders)
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CONTACT,
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Las Vegas, NV 89126
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by CONTACT, Inc.
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INC.
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FOR INFORMATION
ABOUT
JOURNALS,
BOOKS,
ETC.,
MENTIONED IN THIS NEWS-

This is a service

for our

iedicated readers. Today’s
FVurcL telephone
hotline
:arries the latest news and
:omments from Commander
Subscriptionordersmay be placed by mail to the aboveaddressor by
Katona’s most recent nritphone to l-800-8003565. Subscription rates are: $30 for 13 issues
This is our way of
,ogs.
(US); $35 (Canada/Mexico);$40 (Foreign); or 26 issues for $60 (US);
$70 (Canada/Mexico);$80 (Foreign); or 52 issues for $110 (US); S120
keeping yerr. informed about
(Canada/Mexico); $130 (Foreign). Subscribers: Expiration date apfast-breahing news and events
pears on right side of mailing label.
The message machine will
OuantiW SubscriDtionr;$95.00 for 10 copies of 13 issues (US); S12S
answer after 2 rings if there
for 25 copies of 13 issues(
S160 for 50 copies of 13 issues (US); $275 are any new messages for thar
for 100 copies of 13 issues (US); S190 for 10 copies of 26 issues (US);
day, and after 4 rings if not,
or Sl, 100 for 100 copies of 52 issues (US). UPS postpaid Continental
U.S. For Alaska, HI, Canada, Mexico and Foreign, call or write for Thus daily callers can hang IIF
after 2 rings and save tol!
shipping charges.
charges if no new message bar
Single copies ofbackissues of CONTACT, THEPHOENIXLI.
issue
been recorded. The message
ERA TOR or PHOENIX EXPRESS are S3.OOeach. Quantityback
prices are as follows: 1st copy $3.00, each additional s0.45. Shipping update(s), if any, occur by 4
inch&d,postp&linthef&&ntalU.S.A. Alaska,Hawaii,Cansda&Foreign PM Pacific Time.
ordcrsplessecnllorwritcforquoteson add&nalshippingcharjws.

